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1. Introduction

The DO Detector has been constructed to study proton-antiproton
collisions at fi =2
TeV in the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. T~I~Iexperiment was first provisionally approved in
1983 and the full conceptual design report
was prepared a year later. The prime physics
focus of the DO Experiment is the study of high mass states and large pi phenomena.
These include the search for the top quark, precision study of the W and 2 bosom to
give sensitive tests of the Standard Electroweak Model, various studies of perturbative
QCD and the production of b-quark hadrons, and searches for new phenomena beyond the
standard model.
This paper gives a description of the elements of the DO Detector and the systems for
. ed the msjn
collecting data from it. Earlier reports PI PI [41 PI PI (71 PI have s
features and design goals of the experiment.
The D0 detector was optimized

with the following three general goals in mind:

l

Excellent identification

and measurement of electrons and muons.

l

Good measurement of parton jets at large pi through highly segmented calorimetry
with good energy resolution.

a A well-controlled measure of missing transverse energy (e) as a means of signalling
the presence of neutrinos and other non-interacting particles.
These principles derive from the observation that new objects or phenomena typically have
appreciable branching ratios into states including leptons and jets, while the dominating
QCD backgrounds have quite small leptonic branching fractions. The focus on parton jets
is more important for deciphering the underlying physics processes than emphasis on the
individual final particles emitted after hadronization.
The detector design which emerged had as its central design features:
l

Stable, unit gain,
based on detection
was chosen to be
surrounding muon

hermetic, finely segmented, thick and radiation-hard
calorimetry,
of ionization in liquid argon. The inner radius of the calorimetry
small to accomodate the desired depth and not compromise the
detector.

l

Muon detection with thick magnetized iron absorbers to provide suflicient momentum
measurement and to minimize backgrounds from hadron punchthrough.

. A compact non-magnetic tracking volume within z = 75 cm with adequate spatial
resolution and particular emphasis on suppression of backgrounds to electrons.
A cutaway isometric view of the detector is shown in Fig. 1. The nested shells of the
tracking and transition radiation detectors, calorimetry and muon detectors are shown.
The support platform on which the core detector elements were assembled serves as the
transporter for the detector to and kom the D0 intersection region. Much of the front-end
electronics for the detectors also rests on the platform. The elevation view of the detec4

tor shown in Fig. 2 shows the same detector system shells and, in addition, the support
platform in which detector electronics, cable connections, and services for power, gas and
cryogen6 are located. Fig. 2 also shows the Tevatron beam pipe centered within the detector and the lower energy Main Ring beam pipe used for preacceleration of protons which
passes above the detector center. The cables from the detector elements pass over an articulating bridge to the Moving Counting House (MCH), providing sufficient separation of
detector and MCH to keep the latter in a radiation-safe environment outside the Tevatron
shield wall. Digitized information produced in the MCH is collected, zero-suppressed, and
passed over high-speed data highways to one of many data acquisition processor nodes
located in the control room area. Here, event building and event filtering functions are
performed before passing an acceptable event to the host computer for on-line monitoring
and recording on magnetic media. Events of sufficient interest arc sent over the network
to an ‘Express Line’ disk storage for immediate reconstruction,
Subsequent portions of this paper discuss the goals, detector designs, electronics systems, and test performance data for the Central Detectors (Section 2), Calorimeters (Section 3), and Muon Detection (Section 4). The various stages of triggering and data acquisition are described in Section 5. The main subsystems which support the detector and
electronics systems are summarized in Section 6. The basic structure of the main software components of the experiment are outlined in Section 7. We adopt a right-handed
coordinate system, in which the z-axis is along the proton direction and the y-axis is upward. The angles 4 and 0 are respectively the azimuthal and polar angles (0 = 0 along
the proton beam direction).
The r-coordinate denotes the perpendicular distance from
the beam axes. The pseudo-rapidity, t) = -In(tan(8/2)),
approximates the true rapidity
y = l/2 ln((E jp=)/(E
- pL)), for finite angles in the limit that (m/E) + 0.

2. Central
2.1

Central

Detector

Detectors

Layout

The DO tracking and transition radiation detectors comprise the Central Detector
(CD). The separate systems are (i) the Vertex Drift Chamber (VTX), (ii) the Transition
Radiation Detector (TRD), (iii) the Central Drift Chamber (CDC) and (iv) two Forward
Drift Chambers (FDC). The VTX, TRD, and CDC cover the large angle region and are
arranged in three cylinders concentric with the beams. The FDCs are oriented perpendicular to the beams. Figure 3 shows the layout of these detectors. The full set of CD
detectors fits within the inner cylindrical aperture of the calorimeters in a volume bounded
by r=78 cm and z=f135 cm.
The design and optimization of the DO tracking detectors wasinfluenced by the absence
of a central magnetic field. Without the need to measure momenta of charged particles,
the prime considerations for tracking were good two-track resolving power, high efficiency,
and good ionization energy measurement so as to distinguish single electrons from closespaced conversion pairs. The TRD was included in order to gain an additional factor of
about 50 for rejection of isolated pions beyond that given by the calorimeter alone. The
scale for track spatial resolutions is set by the need for primary z-vertex determination
and by calorimeter shower matching, to be about 1 mm. Good track-fitting efficiency and
recognition of s(K) --t p decay kinks benefit from as good resolution as can be attained.
Some physics issues, such as the desire to tag separated vertices arising from b-quark jets
from top decays, also stress the need for good position resolution.
The transition between the large-angle tracking chambers with wires parallel to the
beams and the small-angle tracking with wires perpendicular to the beam was matched to
the corresponding transition between central and end calorimeters.
The CD detectors were designed to match the Collider bunch-time interval of 3.5 ps.
This time allows relatively long drift cells. Good two-track resolving power is obtained
by employing a flash analog-to-digital (FADC) conversion system for signal digitization in
which the charge is sampled at ~10 ns intervals. This gives an effective detector granularity of 100 - 350 pm, but with relatively few channels (about 4200 wires and 6080 total
channels). In order to obtain robust measurement of the z-coordinate in the large angle
chambers, different methods are used for obtaining that coordinate in the VTX, TRD, and
CDC. They include charge division (VTX), helical cathode pads (TRD) and delay lines
(CDC). The FDC also employs delay lines for measuring coordinates parallel to the wires.
More discussion of the design criteria for the CD detectors is described in the DO
Design Report 1’1 . Tests of prototype chambers(s’ 1”’ 1”’ [rzl demonstrated that the
design goals for D0 could be achieved and are summarized in Section 2.7.

2.2

Vertex

(VTX)

Chamber

The VTX chamberl’r’
+ the innermost tracking detector in DO. It has an inner radius
IS
of 3.7 cm (just outside the beryllium beam pipe) and an outer active radius of r=16.2 cm.
As shown in Fig. 4, there are three mechanically-independent
concentric layers of cc&
in the VTX chamber, each supported by thin G-10 bulkheads mounted on carbon fiber
support tubes. Titanium tie rods connect each bulkhead to the next inner carbon fiber
tube to support the wire tensions. In each cell, eight sense wires provide measurement of
the r - I# coordinate. As indicated in Fig. 5, the innermost layer (VTXO) has 16 cells
in azimuth; the outer two layers (VTXl and VTX2) have 32 cells. Adjacent sense wires
are staggered by f 100,am to resolve left-right ambiguities; the cells of the three layers are
offset in 4 to further aid pattern recognition and to facilitate calibration.
The sense wires are 25 pm NiCoTin I”’ at 80 g tension. They have a resistivity of 1.8
kR/m and provide a measurement of the z-coordinate from readouts A both ends. The
electrostatic properties of the cell are determined by the grounded planes of grid-wire on
either side of the sense wires planes and the outer cathode field wires which shape the
electric field in the cell. Coarse field shaping is provided by aluminum traces on carbon
fiber support tubes just beyond the fine field shaping wires. Field and grid wires are
Further discussion of the
made of 152 pm gold plated aluminum at a tension of 360
d’.
electrostatics of the VTX chamber can be found elsewhere
To obtain good spatial resolution and track pair resolving power, the gas chosen for
operation of the VTX is COr(95%)-ethane(B%)
at one atmosphere with a small admixture
of HaO. At our operating conditions, this gas is unsaturated; good knowledgeof the electric
field is necessary to obtain accurate velocities across the cell. Figure 6 shows the distancetime correlation for the VTX chamber as measured in a test beam (the scatter of distance
values is attributed to the imprecision of the beam particle position determination).
The
average drift velocity under normal DO operating conditions ((2) x lkV/cm) is about
7.3~m/ns.
Gas gain at the sense wires is approximately 4 x 10’. Studies have shown
that the addition of 0.5% Hz0 helps stabilize the chamber operation in a high radiation
environment(“I
.

2.3

Transition

Radiation

Detector

(TRD)

The TRD occupies the space between the VTX and the CDC and provides independant
electron identification in addition to that given by the calorimeters. Transition radiation Xrays are produced when highly-relativistic
particles (7 > 10’) traverse boundaries between
WI
media with different dielectric constants
. The D0 TRD consists of three separate
units, each containing a radiator and an X-ray detection chamber. Extensive studies
and prototype tests were made to optimiee the TRD performance and to simplify the
construction techniquesI”l
11” [‘a1 .
7

The energy spectrum of the X-rays is determined by the thickness of the radiator foils
and the gaps between the foils. The radiator section of each TRD unit consists of 393 foils
of 18 pm thick polypropylene in a volume filled with nitrogen gas. The mean gap between
foils is 150 pm; the fluctuations in the gap thickness are comparable to the mean gap
thickness. The gaps between foils are made by embossing a pattern in the polypropylene
sheets. This is achieved by laying the sheets over a polyethylene 2x2 cm mesh and heating
the foil to 85’C for five minutes. The foil is cooled under suction; the imprint of the
mesh maintains the spaces between adjacent foils. The radiator foil is wound directly from
the embossing facility onto its inner cylindrical support. For the DO configuration, the
transition-radiation
X-rays have an energy distribution which peaks at 8 keV and is mainly
contained below 30 keV(“] .
The detection of X-rays is accomplished in a two-stage time-expansion radial-drift
PWC mounted just after the radiator.
The X-rays convert mainly in the first stage of
the chamber, and the resulting charge drifts radially outward to the sense cells, where
the avalanche occurs. Figure 7 illustrates the construction of the TRD chamber with
its conversion and amplification stages. The interaction length of the X-rays is energy
dependent, but the conversion usually occurs in the first few millimeters of the conversion
gap. In addition to the charge deposited by the transition-radiation
X-rays, ionization is
produced by all charged particles traversing the conversion and amplification gaps. The
X-ray conversions and ionization delta-rays produce clusters of charge, which arrive at
the sense wires over the full 0.6 psec drift-time interval. Figure 8 shows the arrival-time
distribution of the charge generated in the detection chamber due to transition-radiation
X-rays and ionization from a single 5 GeV electron. Both the magnitude and the time of
arrival of the clusters of charge are useful in distinguishing electrons from hadrons. Figure
9 shows the average ionization observed for electrons and for pions in the 5 GeV test beam
as a function of arrival time. The peak at short times is due to ionization left in the
amphfication stage; the excess energy for electrons at long times is due to the conversion
of transition-radiation
X-rays near the start of the conversion stage. The total energy
deposited by 5 GeV electrons exceeds that deposited by pions of the same energy because
of the transition-radiation
X-rays and the relativistic rise of the specific ionization.
The outer support cylinder of each of the TRD units is a 1.1 cm thick plastic honeycomb
with fiber-glass skins. Kevlar end-rings support the cathode structures.
The radiator
section is enclosed in a carbon-fiber tube with end flanges made of Rohacell with carbonfiber skins. The radiator and detector volumes are separated by a pair of 23 pm windows.
Dry CO2 gas flows through the gap between these two windows to keep the nitrogen in the
radiator from leaking into the detector volume and polluting the recirculating chamber gas,
Th ese windows must be thin to minimize the
a mixture of Xe(9l%)/CH4(7%)/C,Hs(2%).
attenuation of the low-energy transition- radiation X-rays. The outer window is aluminized
and serves as a high-voltage cathode for the drift field in the conversion stage of the
detection chamber. The windows are kept accurately cylindrical by maintaining small

pressure differences between the radiator,

gap, and detector volumes.

The 15 mm conversion stage and the 8 mm amplification stage of the X-ray detector
are separated by a cathode grid of 70 pm gold-plated tungsten wires. The outer cathode
of the amplification stage is made of helical copper strips deposited on Kapton foil. The
anodes of the amplification stage are 30 pm gold-plated tungsten wires (parallel to the
chamber axis), separated by 100 pm gold-plated copper/beryllium
potential wires. Each
TRD chamber has 256 anode readout channels. The outer chamber has 512 anode wires to
keep the basic electrostatic cell approximately ‘square’, but the wires are ganged together
two-by-two into 256 readout channels. There are also 256 helical cathode strips in each
chamber, with pitch angles between 24’ and 47’. The thickness of the full TRD at 8=90°
is 8.1% of a radiation length and 3.6% of an interaction length.

2.4

Central

Drift

Chamber

(CDC)

The Central Drift Chamberlo
provides coverage for tracks at large angles, after the
TRD and just prior to their entrance into the Central Calorimeter. The CDC is a cylindrical shell of length 184 cm and radii between 49.5 and 74.5 cm. Figure 10 shows an
end view of the CDC. It consists of four concentric rings of 32 azimuthal cells per ring.
Each cell contains seven 30 pm gold-plated tungsten sense wires, read out at one end,
and two delay lines located just before (after) the first (last) sense wires, each read out at
both ends. Adjacent wires within the cell are staggered in 4 by f 200 pm to remove the
left-right ambiguity at the cell level. In addition, alternate cells in radius are offset by one
half cell to further aid in pattern recognition. The maximum drift distance is N 7 cm.
rs
The chamber constructionl’gl
* modular; 32 separate identical modules are assembled
into a single cylinder as indicated in Fig. 10. Each module is made from a set of Rohacell
structural members (‘shelves’) covered with epoxy-coated Kevlar cloth and wrapped with a
double layer of 50 pm Kapton. Grooves are cut into each shelf at the azimuth corresponding
to the sense wire locations to accomodate a teflon tube containing a delay line. Resistive
strips are screen-printed on the cathode surfaces to provide the field shaping for the cells.
The separate modules are positioned within a single support cylinder. The inner surface is
a composite carbon fiber/Rohacell tube to minimize conversions. The outer cylinder is 0.95
cm aluminum and serves as the main support for the full CD. A precision-machined end
plate contains oval openings into which the plugs containing the sense and potential wires
are fastened. In its final configuration, the CDC wire tension load is wholly transferred to
this end plate and the wire alignment is controlled by the end plate.
The delay lines embedded in the inner and outer shelves of each cell propagate signals
induced from the nearest neighboring anode wire; measurement of the difference of arrival
times at the two ends permits location of the track along the z-coordinate. Surrounding
the first and last anode wires, an additional grounded potential wire is added to the usual

pair of potential wires between anodes (see Fig. 10) to minim&c the signal induced upon
the delay line from inner sense wires. The inductive delay lines arc constructed by e&g
a coil on a carbon fiber epoxy core. Propagation velocities are z 2.35 m/ns;
the ratio of
delay time to rise time is about 32:l.
The CDC is operated with Ar(92.5%)CH4(4%)COr(3%)
gas with 0.5% HrO. Irradiation of a sample cell of the CDC using a Co’O source has shown that the chamber is stable
for collected charges on the anode wires of up to 0.35 C/cm. With a drift field of 620
V/cm (in the region where dvdrip/dE is negative), the drift velocity is about 34 /.mr/ns.
The voltages on the outer sense wires are raised with respect to the inner sense wires to
induce larger delay line signals. The gas gains are 2x10’ for the inner sense wires (6x10’
for the outer anodes) for the standard voltage settings of 1.45 kV (1.58kV). The grounded potential wires are provided with current monitoring so that abnormal conditions can
generate a voltage trip. Individual cell high voltages can be remotely turned off using a
set of relays mounted in the detector platform.
A single layer scintillating fiber detector for spatial calibration was installed between
the CDC and surrounding Central Calorimeter covering about l/32 of the full azimuth.
The 128 individual fibers are 1 mm in diameter and are aligned parallel to the beams; optical readout is made with a multi-anode photomultiplier
tube. Individual particle traversals
are recorded with about 30% efficiency; the struck fiber can be used in conjunction with
the measured CDC drift time to improve knowledge of the drift time ~8. distance relation
and to regain the calibration constants rapidly upon change of operating conditions.

2.5

Forward

Drift

Chambers

(FDC)

The Forward Drift Chambers(gl 1”’ extend the coverage for charged particle tracking
down to 6 z 5’ with respect to both emerging beams. As shown in Fig. 3, these chambers
are located at either end of the concentric barrels of the VTX, TRD, and CDC and just
before the entrance wall of the end calorimeters. They extend to somewhat smaller radii
than the large angle chambers (r 5 61 cm) to allow passage of the cables from the interior
chambers.
Each FDC package consists of three separate chambers: the * module whose sense
wires are radial and measure the 4 coordinate, sandwiched between a pair of 0 modules
whose sense wires measure (approximately) the 6 coordinate. Figure 11 indicates the sense
wire orientations for each of these modules. The @module is a single chamber containing 36
sectors over the full azimuth, each with 16 anode wires along the z-coordinate traversed by
particles. Each 0 module consists of four mechanically separate quadrants, each containing
six rectangular cells at increasing radii. Each cell contains eight anode wires in z; the sense
wires in the three inner cells are at one edge of the cell so that the electrons drift in just one
direction (removing the left-right ambiguity). Each (3 cell is equipped with one delay line
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of identical construction to the CDC
coordinate. All adjacent anode wires
,~m to help resolve ambiguities. The
45’ in 4 with respect to each other.

in order to give local measurement of the orthogonal
(in z) of both ip and 0 modules are staggered by f200
upstream and downstream 0 modules are rotated by
The maximum drift distance is 5.3 cm.

The 9, chamber electrostatic environment is determined by a single grounded guard
wire between anodes. The cell walls are etched 25 pm aluminum strips on 125 pm G-10 to
form the field shaping electrodes. The front and back surfaces are Kevlar coated Nomex
honeycomb with copper traces on Kapton. The 0 module electrostatic cell employs two
grounded guard wires between adjacent anodes, similar to the CDC construction.
The
front and back surfaces of the 0 cells are Kevlar-coated Rohacell with copper traces on
Kapton giving the field shaping electrodes. The side walls are 200 pm aluminum foil on
Nomex honecomb.
The FDC chambers are operated with the same gas as the CDC, with similar values
of the drift field and gas gain. The maximum drift t&e at the outer portion of the +
chamber is 1.5 ps.

2.6

Central

Detector

Electronics

The electronics for reading out signals kom the Central Detectors are almost the same
for all CD devices. There are three stages of signal processing: the preamplifiers mounted
directly on the chambers themselves, the shapers located in the detector platform, and the
flash ADC digitizers located in the MCH. Subsequent digital signal handling is considered
part of the data acquisition system.
The sense wire, TRD cathode strip and CDC/FDC CL&~ line preamplifiers are based
available in a surface mount
upon the Fujitsu MB43458 quad common base amplifier
package. The full CD requirement for the DO tracking and TRD detectors is 6080 channels.
The preamplier gain is 0.3 mV/fC. Rise and fall times are 5 ns and 34 ns respectively. Input
noise is 2300 electrons for a detector input capacitance of 10 pF. Eight hybridized channels
are mounted in a 28-pin DIP package. Provision is made for test pulse charge injection to
the preamplifer inputs for calibration purposes.
The preampLSc$put signals are carried
. The shaper contains
shaping circuits
circuit, and a cable driver. The gain and
header boards so that the detailed shaping
can be accomodated.

via coaxial cables of length about 15 m to the
a video amplifier, a two-zero three-pole shaping
shaping components are mounted on separate
needs for each detector and for cable matching

The shaper output signals are transported over 45 m on 75 R coaxial cables to the MCH
where digitization occurs. Figure 12 shows the block diagram for the CD digitization
electronics, which consists of three main sections. Design of this system was refined on the
basis of early studies using prototype tracking chamber models and a flexible waveform
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digitization readout system(“] . The input signals enter an analog buffer amplifer circuit Fa31
in which voltage offset and gain corrections are made using stored digital information for
each channel. The gain correction is such that large signals are amplified by a factor of
about 8.5 less than small signals, thus expanding the dynamic range of the device by a factor
of about 3, or from 8 to an effective 9.5 bits. Studies (101B41 on prototype chambers showed
that this extended response makes considerable improvement in the dE/dx capability of
the system.
The gain corrected signals are input to the flash ADC section, based on the SONY
eight bit FADC part CX20116, operated at 106 MHz. Typical FADC outputs are shown in
Fig. 13. The digitized data tram the FADC are stored in a FIFO circuit, pending decision
to proceed with processing from the trigger system.
Since the full cell chamber drift times occupy up to 256 FADC samplings and triggered
events can occur at approximately 200 Hz, the resulting data load would be of order 325
Mbyte/s if no data compression wereapplied. This load would exceed the capability of the
data acquisition data highways, and thus zero suppression is required. It is performed in
the final section of the digitization process, based on a custom made Application Specific
Integrated Circuit (ASIC) designed at Fermilab(ssl and manufactured by Intel, Inc. The
Zero Suppression (ZSP) circuit operates at 26.5 MHz on 4 byte words and hence is able to
process data in real time. It examines the sequence of digitized charges and adjacent FADC
bucket charge differences. Digitisings are saved between the leading edge and trailing edge
of a signal; leading and trailing edges are defined by one of several algorithms based on
digitized charges or charge differences over threshold.(s6’ Thresholds are determined by
real-time settable registers. Figure 14 shows a schematic version of a pulse train from the
FADC and illustrates the quantities (signal amplitudes Bi and adjacent bin differences D;)
used for defining a sequence of interesting FADC digitiztions.
The three sections of the FADC/ZSP
Each card contains 16 channels.

2.7

Central

Detector

circuit are packaged on a single VME 9U card.

Performance

All D0 tracking detectors have been operated in both particle beams and cosmic ra s’
descriptions and more detail on performance can be found elsewhere WI (101 WI I121 soj
. Correction of these detectors for gas content and atmospheric conditions in the full
experiment has been assisted by the use of special monitoring ‘canary’ chambers external
to the detector. Separate canaries are operated on the full gas system for the VTX, TRD,
and CDC/FDC(s’]
.
Figure 15 shows the efficiency for finding hits in the VTX chamber as a function of
high voltage. The more rapid rise to full efficiency is accomplished with lower thresholds
applied in the FADC hit-tlnding algorithms; the penalty is an increase of the number of
12

multiple
FDC.

hits found.

Figure 16 shows the hit-finding

efficiency vs. high voltage for the

Spatial resolutions for the tracking chambers are shown in Figs. 17 18, 19, taken from
test beam studies with the tinal detectors. For the VTX chamber Pl , resolutions were
based on the deviation of a particular hit from the expected value based on its neighbors.
Corrections for drift velocity variation across the cell have been made in the VTX analysis.
The CDC and FDC resolutions are obtained from the deviation of a particular hit from the
full track in the chamber. In Figs. 18 and 19 for the CDC and FDC, the point for which
resolution is measured was included in the fit; if excluded, the resolutions degrade by about
10%. Resolutions of (typically) 50 pm are seen for the VTX chamber; the resolutions in
the CDC and FDC vary between 150-200 pm.
Pulse pair resolutions are important in the non-magnetic environment of DO. Figures 20 and 21 show the efficiency for resolving two hits as a function of their time separation. These data result from off-line superposition of single track test beam data. For the
VTX, 90% efficiency for 2-hit resolution is achieved for 0.63 mm separation; for the FDC
(or CDC), 90% efficiency is reached for a ~2 mm separations WI .
The delay lines used in both CDC and FDC h ave been studied using cosmic ray data.
The coordinate along the delay line is determined from the time differences at the two
ends. Propagation velocities were determined in a special calibration fixture and corrected
using test beam data. Single delay line position resolution for the FDC is measured to be
cz N 4 mm. The CDC delay lines have been shown IlO1 to have a, z 2 mm when fitting
to the 8 delay lines along a track. The s-resolution from charge division in the VTX was
measured in a prototype chamber[lll
to be better than 1% of the wire length or M 1 cm.
It is important for the D0 tracking chambers to distinguish an unresolved overlay of
two tracks (e.g. from -y-conversions) from a single track. Figure 22 shows the ionization
distributions for one and two track traversals of a single cell (2 track events are made by
oflline overlay of single track events). In Fig. 22, the ionization signal is taken to be the sum
of the smallest 70% of the hits participating in the track; this procedure reduces the effects
of delta-ray productionIs”
. Studies using the FDCIzol show an energy loss resolution of
13.3% for single tracks. Studies using the CDC and VTX show rejection factors for two
overlapped tracks in the range of 75-100 for 98% efficiency for retaining single tracks.
The ability of the TRD to discriminate electrons from hadrons has been studied in
some detail in test beams[‘61 I’s1 and the results compared to a detailed Monte Carlo
calculation[agl , Measures of the difference between electron and hadron include the total
collected charge on anode wires, the number of charge clusters, and the position of clusters
determined through the time of arrival at the anodes. Figure 23 shows the observed energy
distribution, summed over all three TRD layers, for pions and electrons. Use of total energy
alone allows a rejection factor of about 10 for pions while retaining 90% of the electrons.
The distribution of the likelihood function,
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i=l

is shown in Fig. 24; the probablities for a given energy in layer i are based upon the
observed total energy and number and position of clusters. Figure 25 shows the pion
rejection factor as a function of electron inefficiency for particle incidence angles of 90’
(normal) and 50’. Pion rejections of approximately 50 are found for 90% efficiency for
electrons in this analysis using the likelihood function. The rejection factors are better
at non-normal incidence, in part because of the increased path length and in part due to
space charge distortions at normal incidence induced by pile-up of all ionization along a
particular track.
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3. Calorimeters
3.1

Calorimeter

Design

Issues

The calorimeter design(” 1301is crucial for the optimization of the DO detector. Since
there is no central magnetic field, the calorimetry must provide the energy measurement
for electrons, photons and jets. In addition, the calorimeters play important roles in the
identification of electrons, photons, jets and muons, and in establishing the transverse
energy balance in an event. Early in the design phase, the decision was taken to employ
liquid argon as the active medium to sample the ionization produced in electromagnetic
or hadronic showers. This choice was supported by the unit gain of liquid argon, the
relative simplicity of calibration, the flexibility offered in segmenting the calorimeter into
transverse and longitudinal cells, the good radiation hardness, and the relatively low unit
cost for readout electronics. Factors weighing against the choice of liquid argon included
the complication of cryogenic systems; the need for relatively massive containment vessels
material; and the inaccessibility of the
(cryostats) which give regions of uninstrumented
calorimeter modules during operation.
Since provision must be made for some degree of access to the Central Detectors within
the calorimeter cavity, more than one vessel is necessary. We chose the solution shown
schematically in Fig. 26 in which a central calorimeter (CC) covers roughly (AnI 5 1
and a pair of end calorimeters, (ECN (north) and ECS (south)), extends the coverage
out to 171 = 4. The boundary between CC and EC was chosen to be approximately
perpendicular to the beam direction; this choice was shown to introduce less degradation
in missing transverse energy (&) th an one in which the EC’s nest within the CC shell
with a boundary approximately parallel to the beams.
The dimensions of the calorimeters were set by the constraints imposed by the size
of the experimental hall, the need for adequate depth to ensure good containment of
shower energy, the requirements of magnetic measurement of muon momenta outside the
calorimeter, and the need for suf%ient tracking coverage in front of the calorimetry. The
resulting design has three distinct types of modules in both CC and EC: an electromagnetic
section (EM) with relatively thin uranium absorber plates, a fine-hadronic section with
thicker uranium plates and a coarse-hadronic section with thick copper or stainless steel
plates. Inclusion of the coarse sections allow sampling of the end of hadronic showers while
keeping the density high (and hence outer radius small). Except at the smallest angles
in the EC, several (16 or 32) modules of each type are arranged in a ring. The modular
design provides units of workable size without creating undue complications from degraded
response near module boundaries. At w = 0, the CC has a total of 7.2 nuclear absorption
lengths (A,); at the smallest angle of the EC, the total is 10.3X.4.
The a typical calorimeter unit cell is shown in Fig. 27. The electric field is established
by grounding the metal absorber plate and connecting the resistive surfaces of the signal
boards to a positive high voltage (typically 2.0 - 2.5 kV). The electron drift time across
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the 2.3 mm gap is x 450ns. The gap thickness was chosen to be large enough to observe
minimum ionizing particle signals and to avoid fabrication difficulties.
Different absorber plate materials were used in diffe;et locations. The EM modules
for both CC and EC used nearly pure depleted uranium
; the thicknesses were 3 mm
and 4 mm respectively (production difficulties with the larger EC plates necessitated the
thicker plates). The fine hadronic module sections have 6 mm thick uranium-niobium
(2%)
all~y[~‘l . The coarse hadronic module sections contain relatively thick (46.5 mm) plates
of either copper (CC) or stainless steel (EC). Electrical connections to all absorber plates
were made by percussive welding of thick niobium wires to the edges of the plates. This
technique proved to be simple and very reliable. The density of these (ground) connections
is about 1 for every 2 - 4 signal connections.
To avoid breakdown across the gap, absorber electrodes must have relatively smooth
surfaces. The surface treatment of the uranium plates evolved as manufacturing experience
was gained. Although oxidation in air was not generally a problem, care had to be taken
to avoid oxidation of the uranium through the ret$o,ion U + 2HsO -B UOs + 2Hs which
. For the earlier production of the
is strongly suppressed by the presence of oxygen
CC uranium, surfaces were cleaned by mechanical abrasion. Subsequently, EC plates were
cleaned using jets of high pressure hot water. Most surfaces remained free of excessive
oxidation, although some unexplained centimeter-SC&
patches of oxide appeared on a
small number of plates. These were removed when possible since the oxide is sufficiently
conducting to give unwanted current draw in a module.
Signal boards for all but the EM and small-angle hadronic modules in the EC were
constructed by laminating two separate 0.5 mm thick G-10’331 sheets. Each signal board
had one surface coated with high resistivity (typically 40 MG/o) carbon-loaded epoxy[341
. One of the inner surfaces was left with bare G-10 on the uncoated side; the other sheet,
originally copper-clad, was milled into the pattern desired for the segmented readout.
Several such pads at approtimately
the same rl and 4 are ganged together in depth to
form a readout cell. Details of signal ganging to make the readout cells vary kom module
to module.
The two smallest angle modules in each EC have the added problem that even small
gaps between neighboring azimuthal sectors would give undesired dead regions. Thus,
the signal boards for these monolithic modules were made from multilayer printed circuit
boards. The outer surfaces were coated with the same resistive qoxy as for the other signal
boards. Etched pads on an interior surface give the desired segmentation. Signal traces
on another interior surface bring the signals to the outer periphery. The pad and trace
layers are connected by plated-through holes. The signals from these multilayer boards in
the electromagnetic (ECEM) and the small angle hadronic (ECIH) modules were gauged
together along the depth of the modules using solder-tail header connectors and kapton
printed circuit lines. In the ECIH module, the ganged signals were brought to the rear
plate of the module using twist and flat ribbon cable.
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In all other modules, ganging connections were made using insulation displacement
connectors (IDCs) and solid wires. This technique proved to be very reliable: there are no
observed IDC failures with approximately 500,000 connections in the installed modules.
The pattern and sizes of readout cells were determined from several considerations.
The transverse sizes of the cells were chosen to be comparable to the transverse sizes of
showers: ~1-2 cm for EM showers and 5 10 cm for hadronic showers. The variables more
directly useful for physics are A7 and A& the scale is set by the typical size of parton jets,
Seg mentation finer than this is useful in probing the shape of
AR=
4-w0.5.
jets. Longitudinal subdivision within the EM, fine hadronic and coarse hadronic sections
is useful since the longitudinal
shower profiles help distinguish electrons and hadrons.
Variations in cell capacitance cause changes in the pulse rise time but the sampling of
signals occur at fixed time intervals synchronized to the accelerator bunch crossing time
(At = 3.5~s). This implies that each readout cell, with associated cabling, should have a
capacitance that does not exceed 5 nF.
The final design was chosen to have a ‘pseudo-projective’ set of readout towers, with
each tower subdivided in depth. The term pseudo-projective refers to the fact that the
centera of cells of increasing shower depth lie on rays projecting from the center of the interaction region, but the cell boundaries are aligned perpendicular to the absorber plates.
Figure 28 shows a portion of the D0 calorimeter segmentation pattern. There are 4 separate depth layers for the EM modules in CC and EC. The tirst two layers are typically
2 radiation lengths (Xc) thick and are included to help measure the longitudinal shower
development near the beginning of showers where photons and x’s differ statistically. The
third layer spans the region of maximum EM shower energy deposits and the fourth completes the EM coverage of approximately 20 X0. The fine hadronic modules are typically
segmented into 3 or 4 layers; coarse hadronic modules are ganged into one or three layers.
Typical transverse sizes of towers in both EM and hadronic modules are At) = 0.1 and
A&I = 2x/64 w 0.1. The third section of EM modules is twice as finely segmented in both
n and 4 to allow more precise location of EM shower centroids. Inter-module gangings are
provided in the early stages of the front-end electronics (prior to digitization) in order to
join segments of cells which cross EC and CC module boundaries.

3.2

Central

Calorimeter

The central calorimeter (CC) shown in Fig. 29 comprises three concentric cylindrical
shells. There are 32 EM modules in the inner ring, 16 fine hadronic (FH) modules in the
surrounding ring, and 16 coarse hadronic (CH) modules in the outer ring. The end view
of the CC in Fig. 29 shows that the EM, FH and CH module boundaries are rotated so
that no projective ray encounters more than one intermodule gap.
Figure

30 shows a schematic

view of a CC module.
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Each is made by loosely stacking

the alternating absorber plates and signal boards within a stainless steel welded box structure consisting of perforated side skins, somewhat thicker front and back walls, and thick
machined end plates. Delrin spacers inserted through holes in the signal boards extend
2.3 mm on one side and 1.5 mm on the other side of the boards. Adjacent spacers have
opposite long and short segments so that the boards have some freedom to flex in response
to mechanical and thermal stresses. The absorber plates are prevented from movement
along the long axis of the modules by keys on the side skins.
The end plates serve as the support members for the modules in the ring structure.
Large fasteners are bolted on, linking adjacent endplates into the cylindrical rings. Support
for the CC is transmitted to the underlying detector platform through four feet which pass
through the cryostat vessel to a supporting cradle. Flexible support stanchions ;;snsfer
the load from the inner cold vessel to the outer room temperature vacuum vessel.
.
The CCEM modules have four longitudinal gangings of signals of approximately 2.0,
2.0, 6.8, and 9.8 Xs, with transverse segmentation as described above. The ganged signals
from the pads making up a particular readout cell are collected on special readout boards
located just behind the signal boards of a given depth and are transmitted along the
length of the module to connectors at the end plates. The total number of signals for the
32 modules is about 10,400, spanning 24 An = 0.1 towers along the 260 cm length. A full
module comprises 20.5 Xs and 0.76 X,t and weighs 0.6 metric tons.
The CCFH modules have three longitudinal gangings of approximately 1.3,l.O and 0.9
AA. The CCCH modules contain just one depth segment of 3.2 AA. The signal collection
scheme is similar to that for the CCEM modules. The CCFH (CCCH) modules weigh 8.3
(7.2) metric tons; the full rings provide about 3500 (770) signals. The total weight of the
CC modules and their support structure is 305 metric tons, with an additional 26 metric
tons contributed by liquid argon.

3.3

End

Calorimeters

The two mirror-image end calorimeters (ECN and ECS) contain four module types as
shown in Fig. 26 and Fig. 28. To avoid the dead spaces in a multi-module design, there is
just one EM module and one inner hadronic (IH) module, shown schematically in Fig. 31.
Outside the EM and IH, there are concentric rings of 16 middle and outer (MH and OH)
modules. As seen in Fig. 32, the azimuthal boundaries of the MH and OH modules are
offset to prevent cracks through which particles could penetrate the calorimeter.
The ECEM modulesIJ61 I”] contain four readout sections (0.3, 2.6, 7.9, and 9.3 Xe)
with outer radii varying between 84 and 104 cm and inner radius of 5.7 cm. The material
of the cryostat wall brings the total absorber for the first section up to about 2 X0. The
alternating absorber plates and signal boards of the ECEM modules were stacked on
both sides of a thick stainless steel support member whose thickness in radiation lengths

is equivalent to a uranium plate. Each circular absorber plane consisted of three separate
uranium plates. AS indicated in Fig. 33, a collection of tie-rods and spacers position the
assembly of absorber plates and signal boards from the surface of a ‘central support plate’;
the weight of the absorber plates is supported from the central support plate by a central
support tube. Each ECEM module weighs 5 metric tons and provides 7488 signals.
The two ECIH modules are cylindrical, with inner and outer radii of 3.92 and 86.4 cm.
The fine hadronic portion consists of four readout sections, each containing sixteen 6 mm
semicircular uranium plates (1.1 XA each). Alternate plates have their boundary rotated
by 90’ to avoid through-going cracks. The coarse hadronic portion has a single readout
section containing thirteen 46.5 mm stainless steel plates (4.1 Aa). The full ECIH module
weighs 26.4 metric tons and provides 5216 signals.
Each of the ECMH modules has 4 fine-hadronic (uranium) sections of about 0.9 AA
each and a single coarse-hadronic (stainless steel) section of 4.4 AA. Signal boards are
similar to those used in the CC. Signals ari: brought to the azimuthal boundaries where
they are ganged by short jumper cables to make the pseudo-projective cells. Each ganged
signal is transported to a connector located at the relv of the module. ECMH module
weights are 4.3 metric tons; there are 1856 signals in an MH ring.
The ECOH modules employ stainless steel plates inclined at an angle of about 60’
with respect to the beam xxis as shown in Fig. 28. Module weights are 5.5 metric tons; a
full ring has 960 signals.
The ECOH module ring forms a support platform for the remaining EC modules.
Inconel718 and 304 stainless steel studs are inserted into ears on the stainless steel plates
near the front and rear of OH modules to fasten together adjoining modules. The ring of
ECMH modules resting within the OH ring supports both the ECIH and ECEM module.
The OH ring load is transferred via a beam and strap assembly to four bosses and through
the cryostat on flexible stanchions as for the CC calorimeter described above. The overall
EC calorimeter weighs about 238 metric tons.

3.4

Intercryostat

Detectors

and

Massless

Gaps

As shown in Fig. 28 , the region 0.8 5 171 5 1.4 contains a large amount of uninstrumented material in the form of cryostat walls, stiffening rings, and module endplates.
The material profile along a particle path varies rapidly with rapidity through this region. To correct for energy deposited in the uninstrumented walls, we have built two
scintillation counter arrays called intercryostat detectors (ICD) that are mounted on the
front surface of the ECs (see Fig. 28). Each ICD consists of 384 scintillator tiles of size
An = A4 = 0.1 exactly matching the liquid argon calorimeter cells. In addition, separate
single-cell structures called massless gaps also shown in Fig. 28 are installed in both CC
and EC calorimeters. One ring with standard segmentation was mounted on the end plates
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of the CCFH modules (320 channels); additional rings were mounted on the front plates
of both ECMH and ECOH modules (192 channels). Together, the ICD and massless gaps
provide a good approximation to the standard D0 sampling of EM showers.
The ICD tiles are constructed from Bicron BC-414 scintillator”s’
into which three or
four 3 mm grooves are milled. Two millimeter diameter bundles of 200 pm polystyrene
wavelength-shifting
scintillating fibers are epoxied into these grooves to collect the light
and carry it through a 180’ bend to phototubes mounted just behind the tile. Figure 34(a)
shows the arrangement of fibers in a scintillator tile. Tests have shown that the collected
light is uniform across the face of a tile to within about 10%. The tiles are packaged into
light-tight boxes containing three tiles at fixed 4 as shown in Fig. 34(b).
The ICD readout uses 1.3 cm diameter phototubes[391 . All tubes were subjected to
extensive testing and burn-in to reduce subsequent failures and to provide matched triplets
to be installed in a given box with a common high voltage supply. The overall combination
of scintillator, wavelength shifter and phototube gave approximately
20 photoelectrons
per minimum ionizing particle for the crucial larger 11boxes. Since the typical number of
particles crossing a given tile in a typical high-pT 2-jet event is of order 25, the signals
from the ICD are quite large. Relative calibration of the ICD response is maintained using
optical fibers which distribute light from a UV laser to each separate tile.

3.5

Cryogenic

System

Three separate double-walled stainless steel cryostats enclose and support the DO
calorimeters as shown in Fig. 28. The outer diameter of these vessels is 618 cm; CC
and EC cryostats are approximately 306 and 263 cm long, respectively. Forty layers of
superinsulation flll the vacuum space between inner and outer shells. The torospherical
ends of each cryostat can be cut off (and subsequently rewelded) to give access to the
interior volume for module assembly. Each cryostat has four 20-cm diameter ports for the
passage of signal cables. In addition, each vessel has two smaller ports for the penetration
of the high voltage, temperature and purity monitoring cables. Four feet support each
cryostat and its modules upon an external cradle. These feet [331 are specially constructed
kom low thermal conductivity laminations and are also capable of flexing to accomodate
the displacements induced during calorimeter cool-down.
The main ring beam passes through the three
vessels; the Tevatron beams pass through the EC
incorporated in these penetrations to accomodate
motion of the ends of the vessels to which they are

cryostats near the outer radius of the
vessels on the centerline. Bellows are
the thermal and differential pressure
welded.

The front heads of the EC cryostats are specially designed to provide both strength
and minimum material in front of the EM module. A small radius convex (thin) spherical
section is joined to a large radius (thick) concave annulus at a stiffening ring located
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between ECEM and ECMH modules. The EC cryostats have inner cylindrical surfaces
attached to the rest of the vessel through a flexible stainless steel bellows; this permits the
needed flexibility of motion needed near the beam pipe. Special rotating cryogenic supply
tubes were designed to allow retraction of the ECs to give access to the tracking detectors.
Each calorimeter has three finned-tubing cooling coils which are located near the top
of its cryostat. Independent liquid-nitrogen flow control is provided for the topmost coil,
intended for steady-state operation; the two symmetrically located lower coils are used
only for calorimeter cooldown. Temperature monitors are mounted at many locations on
modules and cryostat walls. A maximum 50 K difference between any two monitors is
imposed during cool-down. Cooling to liquid argon temperature (78 K) occurs in approtimately 10 days. Once cool, argon is introduced in part by means of liquid transfer from a
20,000 gallon argon storage tank at approximately
the same elevation as the calorimeters
and in part by condensation of gaseous argon using the cooling coils. Rapid transfer of
the full load of liquid between storage dewar and cryostats is possible (in about 8 hours)
using modest gas pressures. Such empty and fill operations occur after each move of the
detector between collision hall and assembly halI. The system has been designed to warm
up in about six weeks.
An inventory of 20,000 gallons of liquid argon is maintained in the cryostats and in the
storage dewar. Argon purchases specify an 02 contamination of less than O.Bppm. Each
cryostat and storage dewar is equipped with four argon-purity monitoring detectors WI .
Each such device contains a radioactive p source, triggered so as to give full traversal of
a standard argon gap by the P-particle. In addition, there is a cell equipped with an Q
source. The dependence of a and 0 signals on applied voltage is a sensitive indicator of the
equivalent oxygen content of the argon [411 . Independent measures of oxygen and nitrogen
contaminations are obtained using standard gas monitors. We have observed that the
response of test cells, as well as of the calorimeters, drops less than 0.5% over the course
of many months of operation.

3.6

Calorimeter

Readout

Electronics

Signals from the calorimeter modules are brought to the four cryostat feedthrough
ports by specially fabricated Tefz.el14’] insulated 30 Sa coax cables. These cables are
connected to multilayer printed-circuit feedthrough boards located above the liquid level
in each feedthrough port. Eight T-shaped, 27-layer feedthrough boards penetrate each
port and provide a re-ordering of signals between the module-oriented input side and the
T,I- 4 order appropriate to analysis on the output side.
Short cables connect the output from the feedthrough boards to charge-sensitive hybrid
preamplifiers[431
[441 [451 1441 mounted in four enclosures on the surface of each cryostat,
near the ports. The schematic diagram for the calorimeter preamplifiers is shown in
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Fig. 35. A single 2SKl47 Toshiba j-FET with g, - O.O5R-’ is used at the input. The
P reamplifiers with two different gains were
equivalent noise density is ea= 0.46 nV/&.
made (equivalent full scale gains of about 100 and 200 GeV) to provide fuJl dynamic range
response. Variation in the gains of the preamps was controlled to within about 0.57s.
Output signals from the preamplifiers are transported on twisted pair cable some 30
m to baseline subtractor (BLS) shaping and sampling hybrid circuits [431[441[“I [4sl ; input
signals are integrated (430 ns) and differentiated (33 ~6). Figure 36 shows the schematic
diagram of the BLS. Signals from portions of logical cells that straddle the CC-EC boundsry are merged at the BLS input. At the input to the BLS, a portion of the signal is
extracted with N 100 ns rise time and added into trigger towers of An = A4 = 0.2 for
use in event selection. The main signals are sampled just before a beam-crossing and 2.2
ps after; the difference is provided as a dc voltage proportional
to the collected charge.
Two storage capacitors for each channel allow double buffering at the analog level. Fast
baseline restoration occurs in a few ps so as to minimize the effects of event pile-up. Figure
37 shows the equivalent signal after BLS sampling and difference.
Depending on signal size, the BLS outputs can be amplified by 1 or by 8 so as to reduce
the dynamic range requirements of the subsequent digitization.
A bit is set to record
the chosen amplification; there is special provision for forcing a specific amplification (or
both) for calibration purposes. The BLS outputs are multiplexed 16-fold onto the crate
backplane, and each channel is sent in serial time slices over 50 m twisted pair cables from
the detector platform to the MCH.
The 24channel 1Zbit ADC circuits14311441(4S1[“I in the MCH, together with the xl
or x8 amplifier allows an overall dynamic range of 2”. Each time-slice of each channel
is digitized in about 10 ~6, yielding a total digitization time of 160 ps for 384 signals.
Gain parameters are set so that about 3.75 MeV of deposited energy correponds to one
least count. Minimum ionizing particles deposit between 8 (EMI) and 90 (FHl) MeV in
the layers of the calorimeters. Channels which have an absolute difference of signal and
pedestal below an adjustable threshhold can be suppressed from the readout buffer.
Both single-channel random noise (electronics and uranium radioactivity)
and multichannel coherent noise have been measured in beam tests and in the DO Hall. The single
channel noise can be characterized as 2000 + 3100xC(nF) electrons. For many channels,
the total random noise varies with fl’, where N is the number of channels included; the
total coherent noise varies typically as N. A useful measure of coherent noise is the number
of channels that can be summed before the coherent noise exceeds the random noise. In
the DO environment this number is typically >5000 channels [471 .
Calibration of the various components of the electronics is accomplished by a precision
pulser’4s1 which injects charge through a large accurately known resistor at the front
end of each preamplifier.
The pulse distribution
system has been carefully designed to
deliver equal pulses at each input. A range of attenuator settings can be programmed to
allow calibration over the full dynamic rage of the system. Precision and stability of the
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calibration
3.7

system have been demonstrated

Calorimeter

to be better than 0.25%.

Performance

The D0 calorimeters have been tested in a variety of ways. Prototype studies in test
beamsl”l 1”’ 151115” have verified performance goals and led to the optimization of the
design. Subse uent beam tests involved combinations of the CCEM CCFH and ECMH
mod~es[s31
b4‘f [551 [5E1 as well as the ECEM/ECIH
modules [351 137i L571 [551 l5.31 PO1 I531
. The full CC calorimeter was tested using cosmic rays before the detector moved to the
beam line16’] . Details of these measurements can be found in the references.
The response of the ECIH module as a function of high voltage for 100 GeV pions and
electrons is shown in Fig. 38. For comparison, the response of the test cell to p particles
is also shown. The three distributions are similar and the slope of the plateau is small,
characteristic of oxygen contamination below 1.0 ppm. SmaIl differences between electrons
and the p cell are seen due to effects of induced voltages on the module uranium surfaces.
Electron and pion responses can differ due to the presence of heaviliy ionizing components
in hadron showers.
Extensive studies of the performance of modules were made using pions and electrons
with energies between 10 and 150 GeVle3] . Figure 39 shows the response to 100 GeV pions
in the ECEM/ECIH.
The low energy excess seen in the distribution is due to upstream
interactions in the beam and cryostat materials and can be eliminated by requiring that 5
0.4 GeV be observed in the first EM layer. Electron distributions are essentially Gaussian.
The response to both electrons and pions is linear with beam energy to within 0.5%. The
longitudinal profile of the energy deposited by pions is shown in Fig. 40.
Energy resolution for electrons and pions obtained after subtraction of pedestals, and
after corrections for gain variations and beam particle momentum (of the order of lo/p), are
shown in Figs. 41 and 42. The relative resolution as a function of energy for the ECEM
and ECMH modules can be parametrized as
(Q/E)~

= C’ + S=jE

+ N’/E=,

where the constants C, S, and N represent the calibration errors, sampling fluctuations and
noise contributions respectively. We obtain C = 0.003f0.002 and S = 0.157f0.005~
for electrons in ECEM and C = 0.032f0.004 and S = 0.411t0.04mfor
pions in ECMH.
The noise contribution is dominantly due to uranium radioactivity, and is consistent with
our previous discussion of random and coherent noise.
The calorimeter position resolution is important for identification of backgrounds to
electrons from the near-overlap of photons and charged particles. Figure 43 shows the
position resolution for 100 GeV electrons determined from comparison of the test beam
track and the energy-weighted position of the shower determined solely from ECEM layer
3. This resolution varies between 0.8 and 1.2mm over the full range of impact positions;
the position resolution varies approximately as E-i.
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A good measure of the sensitivity of the calorimeters is their response to muons. Figure
44 shows the energy seen in the CCFH layer 1 in a tower centered a cosmic ray track. The
noise contribution indicated is deduced from the signal observed in an equivalent road
perpendicular to the track. A three standard deviation suppression on the noise signal is
applied to the data.
The resolution and linearity ob;st&nable in the calorimeter is closely related to the ratio
of response of electrons and pions
. Figure 45 shows this ratio for the ECEM/ECIH
data. Corrections have been been applied for effects due to out-of-time event pileup, early
showering, and energy deposition outside the Aq x Ad region used to sum the energies.
The e/n response ratio falls from about 1.11 at 10 GeV to about 1.04 at 150 GeV.
Correction procedures have been developed to account for energy lost within uninstrumented material in module walls and cryostats. Figure 46 (a) shows a scatter plot of total
energy (EM + hadronic) vs. position across the boundary between two adjacent CCEM
modules near q = 0. The di at x=0 corresponds to the intermodule crack. Using the full
energy correlation matrix166P and the observed energy deposits in the neighboring modules, a predicted correction’661 for the energy deposits in the dead material can be made.
Figure 46(b) shows the distribution after applying this correction. A similar technique has
been developed(sT1 (6*1 for using ICD, massless gaps, and regular calorimeter deposits to
correct for the losses in the thick CC and EC cryostat walls in the range 0.8 5 In/ 5 1.4.
Energy depositions with and without the ICD/ massless gap corrections are shown in Fig.
47.
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4. Muon
4.1

Muon

System

Detection

Design

The DO muon detection system consists of five separate solid-iron toroidal magnets,
together with sets of proportional drift tube chambers (PDT’S) to measure track coo&nates down to approximately 3’. The purpose of this system is the identification of muons
produced in p-p collisions and determination of their trajectories and momenta. Since
muons are measured after most of the debris of electromagnetic and hadronic particle
showers is absorbed in the calorimeters, muons can be identified in the middle of hadron
jets with much greater purity than electrons.
Since the bend in the toroids (L? N BIJ~) is approximately in the r - I plane and the
Tevatron interaction region is long (oz = 30 cm), it is necessary to measure muon directions
both before and after the bend. A closely-spaced set of measurements of the muon track
is provided before the toroid and yields the entrance point; two sets of measurements
separated by 1 to 3 m after the toroid yield the exit direction. The incident trajectory
is determined from a combination of the primary interaction point, the track seen in the
central tracking and the first muon chamber track vector. Muons can also be seen in the
calorimeter. A comparison of incident and exit muon directions provides the bend angle
in the toroid, and hence the momentum. Multiple Coulomb scattering in the iron toroids
limits the relative momentum resolution to 1 18% up to the limit imposed by the bend
coordinate resolution in the PDT’s. With find precise alignment of the muon chambers,
three standard deviation determination of the sign is expected for pi 5 200 GeV/c at
T] = 0 and pi 5 30 GeV/c at 171= 3.3.
The central toroid (CF) covers the region 171 5 1 and two end toroids (EFs) cover
1 < 1~15 2.5. The small-angle muon system (SAMUS) differs somewhat from the larger
angle system; the SAMUS toroids fit in the central hole of the EF toroids and cover
2.5 < 1915 3.6. Figure 48 shows the elevation view of the DO detector with the five toroids
and their associated PDT layers indicated. The muon system is quite thick as shown in
Fig. 49 and affords a clean environment for identification and momentum measurement of
high pi muons’6e1 . Figure 50 shows the geometrical acceptance of the muon chamber
system. Someloss of acceptance occurs near 1~1= 0.75 due to the CF/EF transition. Apart
from gaps caused by various support elements and the need to provide access corridors to
the detectors, the coverage for muons is hermetic. The minimum momentum required for
a muon to emerge from the iron toroids varies from about 3.5 GeV/c at 11= 0 to about 5
GeV/c at larger 11.
The wide angle muon system (WAMUS) p rovides measurements for all muons traversing the CF and most of those which cross the EF toroids. The WAMUS system consists of
1134distinct proportional drift tube chambers with
d sizes up to 2.5 x 5.8 ma. The WAMUS
chamber wires are oriented along the primary B-field direction to give accurate measurement of the bend coordinate. Each end of the SAMUS system contains three stations with
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three planes per station.
4.2

Muon

Figure 51 shows the disposition

of these chambers.

Toroids

The CF toroid[701 [rl] , shown in perspective in Fig. 52, is a square annulus 109 cm
thick and weighs 1973 metric tons; it is centered on the Tevatron beam lines. The inner
and outer surfaces of CF are 317.5 and 427 cm from the beams respectively. In order to
give access to the inner portions of the detector, the CF is built in three separate pieces.
A middle (bottom) section is a 150 cm wide beam fixed to the detector platform which
also provides the support for the enclosed calorimeters and tracking detectors. The CF is
completed by two C-shaped shells which can be moved perpendicular to the beams to allow
access to interior detectors. The mating surfaces at top and bottom include 4.8 and 3 mm
stainless steel spacers respectively, which reduce remanent field and facilitate separation
of the sections. Twenty coils of 10 turns each carry currents of 2500 A and excite internal
fields of 1.9 T. Since the coils are not symmetrically placed on the CF (there are no con;
on the central beam), the Mnge fields are moderately strong and exceed O.OlT near the
central beam. Leakage represents 3.7% of the total CF flux.
The two EF toroids are located at 447 5 ItI 5 600 cm. Their outer surfaces are at a
perpendicular distance of 417 cm. The EF’s have a 183 cm square inner hole centered on
the Tevatron beams. The main ring beam passes through a 25 cm diameter hole in the
EFs. Eight coils of eight turns each carry 2500 A (in series with the CF) and excite fields
of up to about 2 T. Each EF toroid weighs 800 metric tons.
Within the inner hole of each EF toroid there is a separate SAMUS toroid. The
SAMUS toroids, weighing 32 metric tons each, have outer surfaces at 170 cm from the
beam axis and 102 cm square inner hole. Two coils of 25 turns each carry currents of 1000
A. Figure 53 shows a magnetic field contour plot for EF and SAMUS; the field vectors
in the two magnets are aligned in the same directions. The EF/SAMUS combinations can
be retracted along the beam line by approximately 1 m in order to provide access to the
detectors around the interaction point.
A pair of special tungsten-lead collimators were constructed to Sll the space between
the SAMUS toroid and the Tevatron beam pipe. These collimators intercept beam halo
and collision products at small angles and thereby reduce the rate of hits in the small angle
muon system. Multiplicities
of clusters observed in the A, B and C stations of SAMUS are
typically about 9, 5, and 11 per event.
4.3

Wide

Angle

Muon

Chambers

The WAMUS chambers’Tz1 are deployed in three layers: the “A” layer before the iron
toroids and the “B” and “C” layers after the magnets. The distance between B and C
layers is 2 1 m, so that a good measurement of the direction of the muon after the magnet
can be made. There are 4 PDT planes in a A layer chamber and 3 PDT planes in the
B and C layer chambers. The cell structure for the PDTs is the same for all WAMUS
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chambers; the 164 individual WAMUS chambers differ mainly in the number of cells in
depth (3 or 4) and width (between 14 and 24), and in their length (between 191 and 579
cm).
The WAMUS PDTs are formed from aluminum extrusion unit cells ss shown in Fig.
54. The extrusions are cut to the appropriate lengths and press fit into an identical
neighbor. Figure 54 shows a relative transverse offset between the planes of chambers that
allows breaking of the left-right drift-time ambiguity. Cathode-pad strips are inserted into
the top and bottom of each unit cell and the anode wire is held near the center of the
cell, as shown in Fig. 55. The maximum drift distance is 5 cm. The 50 pm gold-plated
tungsten anode wires are held at 300 g tension by a special plug mounted in an aluminum
cap extrusion covering the ends of the chamber. The holes containing the wires are drilled
with a precision of f130pm. Wire sag over 610 cm is 0.6mm. The aluminum extrusion
itself is operated at ground potential with the cathode pads and anode wires held at f2.3
kV and f4.56 kV respectively. The total number of WAMUS PDT cells is 11,386.
The coordinate (0 along the wire direction is measured by a combination of cathode
pad signals and timing information kom the anode wires. Wires from adjacent cells are
jumpered at one end, and signals me taken for the pair from the other ends in order to
simplify access to chamber electronics. A coarse indication of the < coordinate can be
obtained by measuring the time difference for a particular anode signal from the two ends
of the paired wire. Two hits per wire-pair are accommodated to allow for 6 rays. The At
measurement determines < with a precision varying from 10 to 20 cm along the wire.
Fine resolution in t is obtained using information from the cathode pad signals. The
upper and lower cathode planes shown in Fig. 55 are made from two independent electrodes
as shown in Fig. 56, forming the inner and outer portions of a repeating diamond pattern
whose repeat distance is 61 cm. The two inner pads of a given cell are added and read
independently of the sum of the outer pads. Subsequent calculation of the ratio of sum
and difference of inner and outer signals gives a measure of the [ coordinate, modulo the
approximately 30 cm half-wavelength of the pattern. The pointer for the correct cathode
pad solution is given by the At measurement. The diamond patterns for adjacent planes
of PDT are shifted in 6 by about l/6 of the repeat distance to minimize the ambiguities
encountered near the diamond pattern extrema. The t resolution achieved in a given
chamber is approximately f 3 mm.
Cathode pads were fabricated from copper-clad Glasteel (polyester and epoxy copolymer sheets with chopped glass fibers)[“] . The copper cladding was routed into the desired
diamond pattern by a computer controlled milling machine. After cutting to the appropriate lengths, the pad surfaces facing the active portion of the cell were covered with 50
pm thick Kapton tape to ensure electrical isolation from the chamber extrusion.
The chambers are operated using the trinary gas mixture Ar(SO%)/CF~(S%)/COr(5%)
for which the drift velocity about of order 6.5 cm/ps, but varies across the cell with
changing E‘[741 [751 . Tests of this gas have shown a nearly linear time-distance relation.
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Typical leak rates of completed chambers was about 0.005 standard cubic feet per hour.
4.4

Small

Angle

Muon

Chambers

The layout of the SAMUS system was shown in Fig. 51. The A station precedes the
SAMUS toroid; the B and C stations are between the toroid and the beginning of the lowbeta quadrupole for the D0 insertion. The SAMUS stations cover 312 x 312 cma square
areas perpendicular to the exit beams. An interior 61 (86) cm square hole permits passage
of the beam pipe in the A and B (or C) stations. Each station consists of three doublets of
29 mm internal diameter cylindrical proportional drift tube chambers lV . These doublets
are oriented in z, y and a directions (u is at 45” with respect to 2, y). Individual PDT’s in
a doublet form a close packed array with adjacent tubes offset by one half a tube diameter.
There is a total of 5308 tubes in the SAMUS system.
The SAMUS PDT’s are constructed from 3 cm external diameter stainless steel tubes
with individual end plugs for provision of gas and electrical connections as shown in Fig.
57. The anode wire is 50 pm gold plated tungsten and is tensioned with 208 g. The
sagitta for these wires is 0.24 mm over a length of 3.1 m. The system is operated with
CF,(SO%)/CH4(10%)
gas whose average drift velocity is 9.7 cm/ps. The resulting maximum drift time is 150 ns. The time of arrival is approximately linear with drift distance.
Survey of the tubes within a station was made to a precision of 0.3 mm.
The SAMUS A and B stations are mounted from the EF toroids on the same support
structures as the WAMUS EF A and B chambers. The C station is supported on the
free-standing truss which holds the small angle portion of the WAMUS C layer chambers.
4.5

Muon

Readout

Electronics

Because of the large area over which the muon chambers are dispersed, much of the
signal processing electronics for the PDTs is located on the chamber modules. Signal
shaping, time-to-voltage conversions, latching of struck cells, chamber monitoring and
multiplexing of signals for efficient transport to the digitizers are all performed locally.
Digitizers and trigger electronics reside in the MCH.
Each of the WAMUS chambers has its set of electronics boards housed in a specially
constructed enclosure on the side of the chamber body. These include separate ‘Motherboards’ (fast signal shaping) for each 6 cells of each plane of the chamber, one ‘Cornerboard’ per chamber (multiplexing and signal-drivers to the digitizers and triggers), and
one ‘Monitor’ board per chamber (hardware-status monitoring).
The Motherboard contains a set of hybrid circuits which provide signal shaping and
time-information
encoding. For each cell, the sum of upper and lower cathode-pad aignals from the inner and outer portion of the diamond pattern is brought to a hybrid
circuit charge-sensitive preamplifier (CSP). This hybrid is very similar to that used for
the calorimeter preamplifier. Each CSP is followed by a baseline subtractor circuit (BLS),
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again like those for the calorimeter; the BLS performs a before and after sampling of the
signal and stores the difference on one of two output capacitors. Signals kom the anode
wires arrive at the ends of a pair of wires jumpered at their far ends; these are amplified
and discriminated in a pair of hybrid circuits (2WAD). The 2WAD outputs are supplied
to two Time to Voltage hybrids and two Time-Difference (‘Delta-time’)
to Voltage hybrids
which provide analog information on time and time difference for up to two hits on the
wire pair. The final clement on the Motherboard is the Pad Latch which records the PDT
cells that have had their cathode pads struck, based on the information present in the pad
BLS hybrids.
Each chamber contains a Cornerboard which collects the signals from the Motherboard.
The Pad Latch information is multiplexed by a factor of 4 and sent across the long cables
from the chambers to the MCH. In addition, the latch bits are ORed on the Cornerboard
to provide summary information on muon activity and majority logic indicating 1, 2,
3, or 4 hits in the chamber. The analog information from the pad BLSs and the time
and Delta-time circuits is multiplexed and transmitted in 96 time slices to digitizers in
the MCH. Provision is made in the Cornerboards for future inclusion of signals from an
array of scintillation counters to be mounted on the outer portion of the detector. The
Comerboard also contains the test pulser for front-end electronics calibration.
The Monitor board associated with each chamber is connected to the general experiment monitoring services by the token ring described in Section 6.7. It provides the local
interface to the operating characteristics of the chamber, including temperature, gas flow,
voltages, and currents. The Monitor board is also used to set thresholds for latching pad
cells and for test pulser amplitudes.
For each SAMUS PDT anode signal, the kont-end electronics provide a card with the
amplifier, discriminator, time-to-voltage converter, and a latch indicating a struck tube.
Under the supervision of a SAMUS Control board, these signals are multiplexed and sent to
the MCH in a similar fashion to the WAMUS information.
The Monitor board for SAMUS
is identical to that for WAMUS. The latch bit information is the basis for formation of
small angle muon triggers.
Digitization of the muon chamber cathode pad signals and voltage-encoded time information is performed in the MCH using 1Zbit ADC circuits which are variants of those used
for the calorimeter digitization. There are 50,920 analog elements in the muon system.
4.6

Muon

Chamber

Performance

Tests of the muon chambers have proceeded through several phases. Early studieslbsl
measured the penetration probabilities for particles through magnetized steel within roads
around incident muons and hadrons and helped establish the thicknesses of the toroids.
Subsequent studies were conducted using WAMUS PDT chambers in test be-l”]
and
cosmic rays[“l [Tsl . Early tests employed gas mixtures of Ar(SO%)/COr(lO%)
with drift
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velocity 4.6 cm/ps. Subsequent operation with the faster gas Ar(90%)/COr(5%)
/CF4(5%)
whose drift velocity is about 6.5 cm/ps has shown qualitatively similar performance characteristics.
Response of the PDT pad latches to cosmic rays as a function of anode potential is
shown in Fig. 58; an operating range of 100 - 200 V is observed for each of several potentials
applied to the cathode pads. The corresponding pad signal amplitudes are shown in Fig.
59.
In a test stand employing a set of proportional wire chambers with resolution f0.3 mm
to define cosmic ray tracks in a WAMUS PDT, the track coordinate could be determined
independently from the PDT time measurement. Figure 60 shows scatter plots of drift
time and position for tracks incident at 0” (normal) and 45’. Although the drift time
relation is approximately linear, detailed fits showed non-linearities of about flmm due
to the variations in electric field within the cell. Figure 61 shows the comparison of PDT
coordinate (determined from the linear approximation)
and the predicted location based
on the PWC information. After unfolding the PWC resolution, this linear approximation
gave the PDT drift-coordinate
resolution of about f0.53 mm. Employing the fitted nonlinear function to the distance-time curve of Fig. 60 reduced the PDT resolution to f0.3
mm, which is close to the diffusion limit. Figure 62 shows the variation in PDT resolution
with angle of incidence. Studies of the chamber efficiency as a function of position within
the unit cell showed nearly full efficiency except in the 2 mm window at the cell extrusion
wall.
Cosmic ray studies were also conducted to measure the [ coordinate resolution along
the PDT wires. Because of attenuation and dispersion effects, the At measurement taken
from the time of arrival of pulses at the ends of adjacent wires has a resolution which is
dependent on the < coordinate. The At measurement error was found to be &9 cm near
the ends of the wires furthest from the amplifier/discriminators
and f23 cm nearest the
electronics. This is sufficient to resolve the ambiguity of the repeating diamond pattern.
The ratio of difference and sum of outer and inner cathode pads is shown in Fig. 63.
Figure 64 shows the distribution of deviations in the < coordinate as determined from the
cathode pad ratios using the PWC. The fitted resolution for the t coordinate along the
5.5 m long wire is f 1.6 mm.
The SAMUS chambers were testedl’61 in a 40 GeV/c muon beam. The time-distance
relation was measured using beam proportional wire chambers. The resolution was determined by directing a test muon beam along three contiguous SAMUS tubes and measuring
the deviation of the middle tube drift distance from the average of the tlrst and last distance. Figure 65 shows the time to distance relation and coordinate resolution vs. drift
distance. Averaged over tube radius, the resolution of a single drift tube is 0.35 mm, as
shown in Fig. 66. The operating anode potential of the SAMUS drift tubes is 4.00 kV.
Studies of the gas properties for the muon chambers have been made[“l l’s1 1”’ . For
the gases including CF4, the drift velocity variation was shown to be about 3% for 10%
SO

change in electric field. The drift velocity is sensitive to CF4 content; this gas content is
specified with a precision of &O.l%.

5. Trigger

and Data

Acquisition

The DO trigger and data acquisition systems are used to select and record interesting
physics and calibration events. The trigger has three levels of increasingly sophisticated
event characterization.
The Level 0 scintillator-based trigger indicates the occurrence of
an inelastic collision. At a luminosity of Lc= 5 x 1030cm-2s-r the Level 0 rate is about 150
KHz. Level 1 is a collection of hardware trigger elements arranged in a flexible softwaredriven architecture which allows easy modification. Many Level 1 triggers operate within
the 3.5~s time interval between beam crossings and thus contribute no deadtime. Others,
however require several bunch crossing times to complete and are referred to as the Level
1.5 triggers. The rate of successful Level 1 triggers is about 200 Hz; after action by the Level
1.5 triggers, the rate is reduced to under 100 Hz. Candidates from Level 1 (and 1.5) are
passed on the standard DO data acquisition pathways to a farm of microprocessors which
serve as event builders as well as the Level 2 trigger systems. Sophisticated algorithms
reside in the Level 2 processors which reduce the rate to about 2 Ha before’passing them
on to the Host computer for event monitoring and recording on permanent storage media.
A block diagram of the trigger and data acquisition system is shown in Fig. 67.
5.1

Level

0 Trigger

The Level 0 trigger registers the presence of inelastic collisions and serves as the luminosity monitor for the experiment. It uses two hodoscopes of scintillation counters mounted
on the front surfaces of the end calorimeters. These hodoscopes have a checker-board-like
pattern of scintillators inscribed within a 45 cm radius circle giving partial coverage for
the rapidity range 1.9 < n < 4.3 and nearly full coverage for 2.3 < n < 3.9. The rapidity
coverage is set by the requirement that a coincidence of both Level 0 detectors be 2 99%
efficient in detecting non-diffractive inelastic collisions.
Figure 68 shows the layout of the Level 0 counters. Two planes rotated by 90° are
mounted on each endcap calorimeter 140 cm from the center of the detector. Each hodoscope has 20 short (7 x 7 cm’ squares) scintillation elements with single photomultiplier
readout and 8 long (7 x 65 cm’ rectangles) elements with photomultiplier readout on each
end. To obtain good timing characteristics, 1.6 cm thick Bicron BC-408 PVT scintillator
and 5 cm diameter Phillips XP-2282 photomultiplier
tubes are used. Light pulses from a
UV laser are distributed to each photomultiplier
tube via fiber optics for use in calibration
and monitoring the detector.
In addition to identifying inelastic collisions, the Level 0 trigger provides information
on the t-coordinate of the primary collision vertex. The large spread of the Tevatron
vertex distribution (u = 30 cm) has the potential for introducing substantial error in the
.& values used in the trigger. To provide & corrections, a vertex position resolution
of 8 cm is needed at Level 1 and 3 cm at Level 2. The z-coordinate is determined from
the difference in arrival time for particles hitting the two Level 0 detectors. The Level 0
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counters provide excellent time resolution since the active scintillator elements are either
small or viewed by photomultiplier
tubes on both ends so that time averaging can be
used. The time resolution of each Level 0 counter was measured in a cosmic ray test
stand; Fig. 69 shows time resolutions of typically loo-150 ps, which is well matched to the
required vertex position accuracy.
At high luminosity, there is appreciable probability for multiple interactions; at L: =
5 x 103’ cm-%-r there are on average 0.75 interactions per crossing. In the case of multiple
interactions in one crossing, the Level 0 time difference information is ambiguous and a
flag is set to identify these events to the subsequent trigger levels.
A block diagram of the Level 0 electronics is shown in Fig. 70. PMT signals are
amplified and split into two readout paths. One path makes an analog sum of the small
counter signals for each hodoscope and uses a GaAs-based di ital TDC to make a fast
measurement of the vertex position for Level 1 ET corrections. ?801 A cut Iz.t.l < 100 cm
is made to separate beam-beam interactions from beam-gas and beam-halo events. The
second path digitizes the time and integrated charge for each counter. A more accurate
slower measure of the vertex position is made by applying full calibration and charge
slewing corrections to the data and using the mean time for each hodoscope to determine
the vertex position. The rms deviation of the time difference is also computed and used to
flag events with multiple interactions. All Level 0 calculations are performed in hardware
and are available for use in the Level 1 and Level 2 trigger decisions.
The Tevatron luminosity is obtained by measuring the rate for non-diftractive inelastic
collisions. Events of this type are selected by requiring a Level 0 coincidence with Iz.I+I <
100 cm. Scalers count various quantities: live crossings, coincidences satisfying the vertex
cut, and single hits in groups of similar counters with and without valid coincidences.
These scalers allow the luminosity to be measured independently for each beam bunch and
provide feedback to accelerator operations.
5.2

Level

1 Framework

Operation of the Tevatron collider with six bunches of protons and antiprotons gives
3.5 ps between crossings. Any rejection of events which can be accomplished in this
time incurs no deadtime penalty. The hardware calorimeter trigger and a part of the
muon trigger satisfy this constraint, but the remaining portion of the muon trigger takes
several bunch crossing times to complete and is logically incorporated as a veto on event
transmission. A trigger based upon TRD energy deposits which has been designed but not
yet implemented would also operate in this extended time interval. The overall control of
these Level 1 trigger components and the interface to the next higher level trigger resides
in the Level 1 Framework[s” ‘sal and is shown in Fig. 67.
The Framework gathers digital information from each of the specific Level 1 trigger
devices and chooses whether a particular event is to be kept for further examination. In
addition, it coordinates vmiou5 vetos which can inhibit triggers, provides the prescaling of

triggers too copious to pass on without rate reduction, correlates the trigger ad readout
functions, manages the communication tasks with the front-end electronics and with the
Trigger Control Computer (TCC), and provides a large number of scalers which allow
accounting of trigger rates and dead-times,
The selection of triggers is performed with a 2-dimensional AND-OR Network. 256
latched bits called AND-OR Input Terms form one set of inputs to the AND-OR network;
these bits bear specific pieces of detector information (e.g., 2 calorimeter clusters over 5
GeV). The 32 orthogonal AND-OR lines are the outputs from the AND-OR Network and
correspond to 32 Specific Level 1 Triggers. Each of these Specific Triggers is defined by a
pattern indicating, for every AND-OR Input Term, whether that term is required to be
asserted, required to be negated, or is to be ignored. Satisfaction of one or more Specific
Triggers while free from front-end busy restrictions and other vetos results in a request
for readout by the data acquisition hardware.
If Level 1.5 confirmation of a Specific
‘IYigger is required, the Framework forms the Level 1.5 decision and communicates the
results to the data acquisition hardware. The Level 1 Framework assembles a block of
information summarizing all the conditions leading to a positive Level 1 decision (and
Level 1.5 confirmation if required) for transmission to the succeeding levels of analysis.
Interactions with the Level 1 trigger system occur through the TCC. The configurations
of the active Specific Triggers are downloaded from the Host computer to the TCC. The
large tables of information used for programming and verification of the hardware memories
in specific Level 1 trigger systems are downloaded to the TCC and stored on its local
disk. Scalers and registers can be accessed through the TCC in order to perform trigger
The TCC software is based on the
system programmi ng, diagnostics, and monitoring.
DEC VAXELN multitasking real-time system software. The TCC software uses a lowlevel hardware database which establishes aliases and descriptions of specific hardware
elements allowing easy reference, and a high-level object-oriented database in which trigger
configurations are defined and recorded. The trigger system is monitored continuously to
verify that its configuration files remain valid; failures cause alarms to be set in the general
D0 Alarm monitoring system. The Level 1 Trigger Data Block is passed along to the data
logging stream so that subsequent processors can recompute the input information and
thus con&m the Level 1 decision.
5.3

Level

1 Calorimeter

Trigger

A schematic diagram of the logic of the Level 1 calorimeter trigger ~~11WI is shown
in Fig. 71. The system operates on the analog trigger pickoffs from the calorimeter BLS
circuits, summed into Ar] = A4 = 0.2 trigger towers out to 191 = 4.0. Separate trigger
inputs are provided for the EM and hadronic sections (1280 of each) of the calorimeters.
Each input signal voltage is analog-weighted by the sine of the trigger tower polar
angle to give the transverse energy appropriate for an interaction vertex at I = 0. This
weighted signal is then digitized in a fast g-bit flash ADC (20 ns from input to output) and
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clocked into latches, allowing pipeline synchronization of all calorimeter information. The
latches can also be supplied by test information allowing diagnostic studies of all subsequent
trigger functions. This pipelined architecture is compatible with future Tevatron upgrades
incorporating
shorter bunch times (and thus requiring a larger number of crossings for
decision making).
The S-bit digital information from the flash ADC provides part of the address for several
lookup memories. The Level 0 trigger provides an additional 3 address bits indicating the
interaction z-vertex. The lookup memories provide both EM and hadronic transverse
energies for each trigger tower above a fixed cut based on both electronics noise and
physics considerations, and corrected for the z-vertex position, if known. The sum of EM
and hadronic transverse energies for each trigger tower is formed and stored in a g-bit
register as an input for future, more powerful, hardware triggers. This sum is used to form
the z- and y-components of transverse energy using lookup memories. Lookup memories
also return the EM and hadronic transverse energies for each trigger tower, without the
cut and t-correction. The global sums of the six energy variables returned from the lookup
memories for each trigger tower are computed over the full set of trigger towers by pipelined
Adder Trees. The Adder Trees are arranged such that geographically contiguous regions of
the calorimeter are kept together. This permits the creation of intermediate energy clusters
over larger regions of the detector, which may be used by future, more sophisticated, cluster
handling hardware.
The full event missing transverse energy, @, is formed from the z- and y-component
global transverse energies. The global total transverse energies, both corrected and uncorrected, are formed from the corrected and uncorrected global EM and hadronic transverse
energies respectively. These seven energy variables (global corrected EM ET, global corrected hadronic &, global corrected total E& missing &, global uncorrected EM ET,
global uncorrected hadronic Q, and global uncorrected total Q) are each compared with
up to 32 programmable thresholds. Each such comparison provides a Level 1 Framework
AND-OR Input Term.
In addition to the sums described above, each individual EM trigger tower transverse
energy is compared to 4 programmable reference values. The corresponding hadronic
trigger tower transverse energy is likewise compared to 4 different programmable reference
values. For each trigger tower, a bit is set for each of the EM reference values exceeded, if
not vetoed by the corresponding hadronic trigger tower energy exceeding its reference value.
The total transverse energy (sum of EM and hadronic transverse energies) for each trigger
tower is also compared to a set of 4 progr ammable reference values, producing 4 more
bits. These 12 reference values are separately programmable for each individual trigger
tower. For each of these 4 EM & and 4 total e reference value sets, the global count
of the number of trigger towers with transverse energies exceeding their reference values is
computed by summation over the full set of trigger towers in the pipelined Counter Trees.
The global counts for each reference set are then compared with up to 32 programmable
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count thresholds;
5.4

Level

these comparisons provide Level 1 Framework

1 Muon

AND-OR

Input Terms.

Triggers

A block diagram of the muon trigger systemls31 is shown in Fig, 72. The basic
information provided by the wide and small angle muon chambers to the muon trigger
system is a single latch bit for each of the approximately 16,700 drift cells of the muon
system. This information gives the bend coordinate of hit drift cells with a granularity
of 10 cm in WAMUS and 3 cm in SAMUS. These bits are received in the MCH by 200
Module Address Cards (MAC’s) which reside in 24 VME digitizing crates using custom
backplanes. Each muon digitizing crate has a 68020 microprocessor used for downloading
data and event building. The MAC cards and subsequent Level 1 and Level 1.5 muon
trigger electronics are kept physically distinct for the 5 separate eta regions of the muon
detector (CF, EF-North, EF-South, SAMUS-North,
and SAMUS-South).
The MAC cards perform zero-suppression and generate bit patterns corresponding to
hit centroids for the Level 1 and Level 1.5 muon trigger electronics. A centroid is defined
as the most likely half-cell (5 cm in WAMUS and 1.5 cm in SAMUS) traversed by a track,
projected to the midplane of a chamber. Cent&d PAL logic is programmed using pairs of
drift cells and can find the correct centroid even in the presence of geometrical inefficiencies
or delta rays. The MAC cards produce a bit pattern corresponding to a logical OR of the
centroids for use by the Level 1 muon trigger (called the CCT or Coarse Cent&d Trigger).
In WAMUS (SAMUS) this OR is performed on a group of 3 (4) centroids. The MAC cards
also produce a full list of centroids to be sent to the Level 1.5 muon trigger (called the
OTC or Octant Trigger Card).
The WAMUS CCT cards further OR the centroid bit pattern by a factor of four to
give a hodoscopic pattern 6 cells wide (60 cm). Each CCT can accept inputs from up to 13
MAC cards. In the CF region this corresponds to 3,5, and 5 inputs from the A, B, and C
layers. The B and C layer MAC bit patterns are input to two PALS which jointly produce
a 12 bit output pattern corresponding to 12 possible roads for A layer bits. Comparison
with the actual 12 bit A layer pattern determines good Level 1 trigger muons. Other eta
regions such as SAMUS and overlap regions in which tracks begin in SAMUS chambers and
continue into sections of the WAMUS chambers also use CCT cards for Level 1 triggering.
For example, in the SAMUS region, CCT’s first find z,y and u space-point triplets in
each of the three layers. Bits from good triplets are then used to search for independent
+,y and u roads of 12 cm width. Finally, bits from the valid roads are used to find triple
coincidences corresponding to good A layer space points.
The output of all CCTs for a given eta region is sent to a second CCT-like card which
counts muon candidates in that region. Two bits of muon multiplicity information per
region are sent to the Trigger Monitor Card (TRGMON) d es&bed below. CCT decisions
are available within the 3.5 /JS bunch crossing time. The results from individual CCT cards
are latched and read out using the CCT LATCH card in the OTC VME crates.

After a trigger framework decision on any Level 1 muon trigger, the MAC full centroid
lists are strobed into the OTC cards for Level 1.5 confirmation with a sharper pi threshold.
Each OTC accepts inputs from 3 layers of MAC%. The OTC compares all combinations of
A, B, and C layer centroids to determine if they correspond to tracks above a pi threshold
(typically 3 to 7 GeV/c). The A, B, and C layer centroids are used as addresses to a pair
of SRAMs whose patterns correspond to tracks above a given pi threshold. A 4 x 4 array
of these SRAMs allows the lookups for the 16 combinations of 1 A, 4 B and 4 C centroids
to be carried out in parallel. Processing times for the Level 1.5 trigger in WAMUS regions
are typically less than 2 /.Ls.
The SAMUS Level 1.5 trigger faces a large combinatoric problem due to the large
flux of small-angle beam-jet particles. In the SAMUS reglon, OTCs are used to first find
separate roads in z and y for the three layers and good z,y,u space-point triplets in the
B layer. Centroids from these OTCs are sent to a second level of OTC’s which link the
B layer centroids from z and y roads with the B layer centroids of good z,y,1~ triplets.
Combined processing times for both stages of SAMUS OTC’s can exceed 100 ps; each
OTC contains a programmable timeout which aborts trigger processing in the case of very
long processing times.
Further processing is done for each good OTC trigger combination using the latched
input centroids as address inputs for a second set of memories. These memories produce
two 24-bit user defined trigger words which are placed in FIFO’s for readout by the OTC
Manager (OTCMGR)
card. Presently these trigger words are simply the centroids for
good triggers. After each OTC’s processing is complete, its output FIFO is read by the
OTCMGR. This information is available for further processing both on the OTCMGR and
at Level 2. A status word for each defined OTC is read out as well. The OTCMGR uses
the centroid information contained in the trigger words to apply a second pi threshold
to the event, giving the flexibility of two different transverse momentum thresholds. The
OTCMGR for each eta region processes all the trigger words for that region and sends three
user-defined bits to the TRGMON corresponding to transverse momentum, multiplicity,
and geographic information.
Upon receipt of good Level 1 or Level 1.5 trigger from the
framework, all trigger words in the OTCMGR are read out by the VME Buffer/Driver
(VBD) in each OTC crate.
The TRGMON (Trigger Monitor) card receives two bits of Level 1 muon multiplicity
and three bits of Level 1.5 information from each eta region. These Level 1 and Level 1.5
eta region bits are mapped into 16 Level 1 and 16 Level 1.5 physics bits (e.g. two muons
anywhere in 1~715 3.4) via downloadable RAM on the TRGMON. These 32 bits are sent
to the AND-OR network of the trigger framework for full trigger formation.
5.5

Level

1 TRD

Trigger

The Transition Radiation Detector collects an excess of charge from converted X-rays
produced by particles passing through a stack of thin foils. The eero-suppress (ZSP) cir-

cuit following a flash ADC for each anode wire in the TRD contains a stream of signals
within successive 10 ns buckets. The ZSP circuit sums these signals over time and makes
them available for a refined Level 1.5 TRD t rrgger,
’
designed but not yet implemented. The
purpose of this trigger is to certify electron candidates foundlin the Level 1 Calorimeter
trigger. The TRD sums are joined in the Level 1.5 trigger
by a S-bit representation
of the interaction z-coordinate as determined from the Level 0 trigger and two 6-bit representations of the n and 4 coordinates from the Level 1 EM calorimeter trigger towers.
The calorimeter tower r) - 4 coordinates are strobed into FIFOs in the order of decreasing
likelihood for being an electron. Each Ad = 0.2 calorimeter tower is matched to 8 TRD
anode wires.
5.6

Data

Acquisition

Architecture

The D0 data acquisition system and the Level 2 trigger hardware are closely intertwined and are discussed together in this section. The system P51 !W WI WI WI (901 is
based upon a farm of 50 parallel nodes connected to the detector electronics and triggers
by a set of eight 32-bit wide high speed data cables. The nodes consist of a VAXstation
processor coupled via a VME bus adaptor to multiport memory (for receiving data), an
output memory board and an option for an attached coprocessor. The function of the Level 2 system is to collect the digitized data from all relevant detector elements and trigger
blocks for events that successfully pass the Level 1 triggers and to apply those software
algorithms on the data needed to reduce the rate from the approximately 100 Hz input
to about 2 Hz output to the host computer and data logger. All the data for a specific
event is sent over parallel paths to memory modules in a specific, selected node (one of the
50). The event data is collected and formatted in final form in the node, and the Level 2
tilter algorithms are executed. An overall block diagram of the Level 2 system is shown in
Fig. 73.
Fully digitized data appears in the output buffers of the approximately 80 VME crates
containing the calorimeter and muon chamber ADC’s and the tracking and TRD chamber
FADCs about 1 msec after receipt of a valid Level 1 or 1.5 trigger. In addition, the Level
0 and Level 1 triggers themselves prepare registers containing information characterizing
the trigger decision. Each crate of primary digitized data contai~;la 512 KByte memory
module with two data buffers. Each VME Buffer Driver board
(VBD) contains list
processors for controlled data transfer from VME locations in the crate onto an output data
cable highway. Internal crate transfers occur at up to 30 Mbyte/s. The VBD outputs for
each particular sector of the detector are connected sequentially to a high speed data cable.
The data cable consists of 32 twisted pair lines for data and 13 pairs for control and parity;
the clock rate on the data cable is 100 ns for a data transfer rate of 40 MByte/s/cable.
Eight such data cables are provided for the eight detector sectors: VTX, TRD, CDC, FDC,
the two halves of the calorimeter (north and south), muon chambers, and Levels 0 and 1
triggers. The data cable segment lengths are restricted to less than 12 m; since most DO
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data cables must circulate over a longer path than this, repeaters are provided to de-skew
the signals. Readout control for the VBD and arbitration is achieved with a token p-sing
scheme. When a token is received, the VBD external port processor compares the token
bits with the crate buffers; if a match occurs, pending buffers are transferred to the data
cable. Token passes are clocked at 1 MHz.
The real time operation of the data acquisition system is under the control of the
Level 2 Supervisor processor. A Sequencer processor controls the operation of the data
cables through a set of Sequencer control boards (one for each data cable). For each valid
hardware trigger, the Level 1 system interrupts the Supervisor with the 32-bit pattern of
Specific Triggers for that event, together with a 16-bit event number. The Superviser sends
a 32-bit disabled-trigger pattern to the Level 1 Trigger Control Computer that changes
with time, depending on the state of the run or the availability of Level 2 nodes for specific
trigger bits. On receipt of a Level 1 trigger, the Supervisor assigns a Level 2 node and
then interrupts the Sequencer processor. The Sequencer hardwarein turn fashions readout
tokens for a specific list of crates appropriate to the specific trigger pattern, and ineludes
low order bits of the event number to insure readout integrity.
Token circulation and
data readout on each data cable are managed in parallel by separate Sequencer boards.
Provision is made for readout of any combination of data cables collecting data from any
desired set of crates. Debugging and calibration operations are handled flexibly in this
way.
The eight data cables also circulate to each of the 50 Level 2 processor nodes. Whereas
the VME digitization crates and the Level 1 triggers are in the MCH, the nodes are located
in the fmed counting area. The data cable connections between MCH and the counting
area are made through an optical isolator circuit to maintain isolation of grounds between
detector and tied counting areas. Each Level 2 node, shown schematically in Fig. 74,
consists of memory modules which receive data kom the data cable, a VAXstation 400060 processor, an optional special function co-processor and an output VBD which buffers
data for transfer to the host computer. Central to each node is the multi-port memory(‘r]
(MPM) accessed by the processor, the input data paths, the optional coprocessor, and
the output VBD. Four MPM modules, each having two channels of 2 Mbyte multiported
memory, serve incoming data from each of the eight data cables arriving at an aggregate
The MPM memory appears as contiguous I/O space memory to
rate of 320 Mbyte/s.
the processor. The incoming data is mapped directly into the desired raw data ZEBRA
structures as described in Section 7.2. No copy operations are required on the data in the
Level 2 nodes and no reformatting is necessary for subsequent offiine analysis.
During the setup of a data acquisition cycle, the supervisor polls the processor nodes
to find one available to be the target for the detector data. Particular event types may
be steered to specific nodes for special calibration purposes. Special coprocessors can be
attached to the special function port of the MPM’s to allow certain simple repetitive computations to be performed on the data rapidly, in parallel with the VAX processor analysis.
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Each node normally contains an identical copy of the tllter software which operates under the VAXELN system, although special calibration or test nodes may be loaded with
different code. Development of the software algorithms and control code is developed in
high level languages (FORTRAN,
C, and EPASCAL) and downloaded over Ethernet into
the nodes. A special ‘Surveyor’ processor monitors the operation of the data flow, the
processor node operations, and the Sequencer and Supervisor nodes. The Surveyor collects statistics for on-line monitoring of the full system and provides diagnostics which are
available for real-time displays and alarms. Once the Level 2 filter code has selected an
event for subsequent data logging and analysis, the event and added information from the
Level 2 analysis are sent directly from the MPM’s through a VBD to the host computer.
Transfer of the event from a Level 2 node to the host is managed in a similar way to
the readout tram the digitizing crates into the Level 2: a control processor ( ‘Sanitizer’)
circulates a token to the Level 2 output VBDs. A VBD with data dumps its event on the
output data cable where it is received by a MPM module in a crate connected to the host
system via a VME/XMI
bus adaptor.
5.7

Level

2 Filter

Software event-filtering in the 50 Level 2 nodes is expected to reduce the a proximately
100 Hz of input rate to 2 Hz to be logged for ofiline analysis. Modelling PP shows that
to keep the deadtime due to Level 2 processing below 2%, average processing time should
be 5 70% of the average time between events sent to a particular node, or 350 ms. The
present processing time is less than 200 ms, which comfortably meets this budget.
The VAXELN filtering process in each node is built around a series of filter tools.
Each tool has a specific function related to identification of a type of particle or event
characteristic. Among the tools are those for jets, muons, calorimeter EM clusters, track
association with calorimeter clusters, CET, and missing ET. Other tools recognize specific
noise or background conditions. The tools are associated in particular combinations and
orders into ‘scripts ‘; a specific script is associated with each of the 32 Level 1 trigger bits.
The script can spawn several Level 2 filters from a given Level 1 trigger bit; for example, a
single electron trigger from Level 1 might be given different Level 2 bits depending upon the
& threshold or other features present in the event (e.g. energy isolation or the presence
of missing ET). There are 128 Level 2 filter bits available in all.
Tools are typically developed o0llne in a VMS environment where they can be subjected
to a variety of tests and verifications using data or Monte Carlo events. Incorporation of a
new tool or assembly of a set of scripts into the package for the Level 2 nodes is achieved
with a facility called L2STATElgS1 . The L2STATE output consists of a set of FORTRAN
fles comprising the tools, configuration files that specify the arrangements of the Level 2
(and Level 1) iilter tools, the specific parameters for use in the tools (e.g. thresholds) and
lists of required resources. The COOR task of the on-line host computer program (c.f.
Section 5.8) assembles this output and coordinates the downloading of code, configuration
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tiles and resource lists to the relevant lower level hardware processors.
The Level 2 nodes are coordinated through the Host Computer. Provision is made for
run-time distributions of parameters to the nodes, for collecting statistics on the processing
history for the nodes, and collection of error statistics and alarms.
Filter tools sre typically developed using FORTRAN. Incorporation of these tools into
the ELN environment imposes certain constraints.
Standard FORTRAN-77
will run in
ELN, but I/O and system-calling services require special handling. There is no provision
for virtual memory in the Level 2 operating system, so alI code and constants must fit in
the available 8 Mbyte memory. Operation of multinode systems has occurred for most of
the DO beam and cosmic ray testslg4] as well as for the generation of Monte Carlo events
in the farm system.lg51 .
Preparation of triggers and modelling the timing and rate-rejection properties is done
using a pair of linked utilities called LlSIM and L2SIM. Respectively, these programs
operate on simulated detector data, using simulated Level 1 trigger elements and the ANDOR network, or the actual configuration files and filter scripts for Level 2. A standard set
of physics and background events, generated by ISAJET and converted to simulated hits
in all detectors by DBGEANT (see Section 7.3) is used for these simulations. The outputs
of these calculations are used to optimize both the Level 1 trigger specifications and the
Level 2 scripts within the overall constraints of the rates and rejection factors.
5.8

Host

Computer

and

On-Line

Software

The host cluster consists of VAX 6620, VAX 6410 and VAX 8810 processors and a
set of shared disks connected by the high speed Digital Equipment CI cluster protocol,
together with 12 VAXstations connected by an Ethernet/FDDI
network. The 6620 is the
primary data collection engine receiving events from the Level 2 output data-cable. It
logs these events to a staging disk and dispatches a sample to the various workstations
for online monitoring purposes. Recording occurs at rates of up to approximately three
500 KByte events per second. The 6410 is the primary machine responsible for spooling
events from the staging disk to 8 mm tape. It also performs downloading operations. The
8810 is devoted primarily to hardware monitoring, but also participates in downloading
operations.
I

The Host cluster also serves as the primary human interface to the detector systems.
In this role it is responsible for high level control of the data-taking system, downloading
of all settable parameters, specifying hardware monitoring activities, and the recording
and displaying of data produced by the detector. These data include fi-p interactions,
calibrations, monitoring information and alarms.
The event data-taking system is designed to support flaxibly defined partitions of the
detector, allowing for many users to collect individually tailored data streams. Each such
user has his or her own runs, triggers, event filtering or processing nodes, recording streams
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and event monitoring

tasks.

Figure 75 shows the hardware configuration of the Host cluster and Fig. 76 shows key
processes of the software system. These processes are distributed across various members
of the cluster. Communication between processes is accomplished by a package called
Inter-Task Communication
(ITC) developed by DC. ITC works transparently between
processes within a single node or across nodes of the cluster. Data samples are sent to
monitoring, display or calibration processes running within the cluster over a DC developed
network extension of the standard Global Shared Common (GSC) system supplied by the
Fermilab Computing Division. Events are inserted into GSC through a subprocess of the
data logging task which receives the events from the Level 2 filter nodes. Events are
selected from the extended GSC by consumer tasks, based on those filter bits satisfied
during the filtering processes.
Event monitoring tasks are based on a program framework called EXAMINE. EXAMINE is one of the frameworks supported by the Program Builder (Section 7.2), and thus
the application packages that operate within it are portable to the other standard DC
frameworks described in Section 7.2. Interaction with EXAMINE
is through the COMPACK menus facility described in Section 7.2. Utilities within EXAMINE present the user
with lists of currently available triggers and inform the user of ends of runs. Under normal data-taking conditions, there is an EXAMINE
running for each of the major detector
subsystems as well as global analysis
and global display versions.
The COOR task is responsible for the overall coordination of the data taking system
and runs as a detached server process. Client tasks connect to COOR to request specific
configurations of the detector, or to request operational changes. In turn, COOR has connections to various data-taking subsystems through which it sends download and control
messages. The targets for these messages include various parts of the Level 1 and Level 1.5
trigger system, the data gathering and event filtering components of the Level 2 system,
the front-end digitizing crates, pulsers, various timing and gating logic, and the data logging system. The paths for these messages include FDDI, Ethernet and IBM Token-Ring
networks.
A typical use of the various elements of the host cluster and related processors for the
electronic calibration of the calorimeter electronics is shown in Fig. 77. Under operator
control, the Host computer sends configuration files to Level 2 nodes and Level 1 triggers to
start processing special electronics calibration data. It issues commands over the control
data path to pulsers situated in the various calorimeter preamplifier enclosures. Pulse
pattern sequences are generated which flow along the normal data collection paths through
digitization, Level 2 nodes, and into the shared data space in the Host. Computations
involving the p&et data are done either using filter scripts in the Level 2 nodes or in
tasks operating on one of the elements of the Host cluster. The associated input data may
be recorded, but in most cases only the resultant pedestals, gains, bad channels etc. are
retained.
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6. Detector

Services

DO has chosen wherever possible to unify its support systems across the detector subsystem boundaries. In this chapter, we briefly describe some of the mechanical, electrical
and monitoring systems which serve the detector as a whole.
6.1

Support

Platform

The detector support platform1g61 is a box-beam welded structure consisting of four
beams assembledinto a “tic-tat-toe”
pattern. The beams parallel to the accelerator beamline are 13.4m long; the transverse beams are 11.6m long. The box cross-sections are 1.3m
high by 0.8m wide. Track plates are mounted on the tops of the beams to allow motion of
the muon toroids (the CF shells retract perpendicular to the beams and the EF magnets
move parallel to the beams). The central beam portion of the CF toroids is fixed to the
platform (see Fig. 52) directly under the Tevatron beamline and serves as the support
for the calorimeters. The end calorimeters retract along this beam to give access to the
innermost tracking detectors.
The space within the platform is used to house electronics, gas, power, cryogenic and
cable utilities for the detector. Access to this interior space is given by holes in the central
sections of the box-beams parallel to beamline. The five non-corner cells of the “tic-tactoe” pattern contain electronics racks which house the high voltage fanouts and current
monitors and the shaping circuits for tracking, TRD and calorimeter detectors. The corner
cells are reserved for the incoming and outgoing detector services: ac power, drift chamber
gas connections, calorimeter cryogens, and the merge point for cable communication to
the radiation safe areas.
The platform is the transporter for the detector travel between the collision hall and
assembly area. Twenty SOO-ton Hillman rollers are mounted under the transverse box
beams to allow movement on hardened steel tracks in the building floor. Vertical lift for
the platform is provided by SOO-ton hydraulic cylinders mounted on each of the rollers.
Independent operation of these lift cylinders allows the detector to be levelled at beam
height. The platform is moved on the rollers by two pairs of hydraulic push/pull cylinders
attached on one end to the ends of the transverse box beams. The other end is fitted to a
pin which is dropped into holes in the track plates. The hydraulic rams contract to pull
the detector over the 24 inch interval between holes.

6.2

Cable

Plant

DO contains approximately 5.5~10’ meters of cable pairs for distribution of signals,
high voltage, monitoring, and controls. The cable connections to the DO detector must
penetrate the 12-foot thick concrete block shield wall which separates the collision hall from
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the radiation-free assembly hall where the digital electronics and control areas are located.
The main cable path segments are (a) detector preamplifier to shaper/multiplexer;
(b)
shaper to digitizers; and (c) digitizers to event builder/Level 2 trigger.
Preamplifiers are located as near the physical detector elements as possible. Each
detector element signal (approximately
120,000) is carried by its dedicated cable to the
cable trays arc provided for the preamplifier to shaper
shaper electronics. Articulated
cables from detectors which can be moved. The shaper crates are typically located in the
detector platform (muon chambers are the exception where shaping is done locally at the
chambers). The Central Detector signals are transported on 73 fl 28 AWG coaxial cables
assembled into 18 wide ribbon pairs, terminated in 40-pin cable connectors. Calorimeter
signals are transported on 1100 twist and flat (TnF) 25-pair wide ribbons.
The shaper outputs, multiplexed in the case of calorimeter and muon detectors, are
gathered at the ‘cable corner’ of the platform and carried over a cable bridge through the
shield wall and to the Moving Counting House (MCH) which houses the digitizers. The
cable bridge is an open channel, lined with copper sheet. It has a total length of about 8m
and is approximately 235 cm across and 50 cm deep. The bridge is attached at one end
to the cable corner of the platform and on the other end to the MCH. It is hinged in the
middle and can be folded vertically to allow relative motion between MCH and platform.
With the detector in the collision hall, the bridge is fully extended and fled with bags
of glass beads to fill the remaining interstices, and covered with a copper lid to complete
the shielding against noise pickup. In this position, the cables pass through a penetration
through the stacked block shield wall. On leaving the bridge, cables are directed upward
through a cable tower fued to the side of the MCH. Bundles of cables in the bridge and
tower are organized such that at each of the three levels of the MCH appropriate cable
streams are peeled off to deliver signals to the relevant electronics circuits. The cable
tower also houses the ultraviolet laser which feeds calibration light to the Level 0 and ICD
detectors along fiber optic cables. Central Detector shaper to MCH cables are ribbons
of coax pairs similar to those used from preamplifier to shaper. Calorimeter multiplexed
signal and muon latch signals are transported on ribbon TnF cables. Calorimeter trigger
and muon chamber time and pad analog signals use the 110 n ribbon coax cables.
High voltage for all detectors is distributed from power supplies to active elements on
8-conductor cable with a single outer ground sheath. Special 8 pin connectors and plugs
are provided to allow disconnection of the high voltage path. Connectors are specified
to give less than 10 nA current when flOkV is applied to odd and even pins. The full
DO detector is supplied from approximately 1000 HV supplies described in Section 6.4.
Successive HV fanouts to individual detector elements are located in both the MCH and
the detector platform. In the case of the calorimeter, where current draw information is
desired for individual HV interleaves, special current monitoring fanouts are provided.
All cables in the D0 detector were provided with a bar code for specific identification
and were entered into the cable database. The database contains information about the
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manufacturer, connector and cable types, slot/crate/ rack address for both ends, as well as
information about the detector channel served by the cable with the appropriate channel
address name and number. This database enables easy access to the collection of cables,
connectors, crate, slots etc. implicated in any specified detector channel.

6.3

Moving

Counting

House

The MCH is a three story enclosure housing the Level 0 and 1 trigger electronics, high
voltage power supplies, and digitization electronics for all detectors. It supports the load
of the cable bridge and moves on wheels along the side of the assembly hall. Two parking
positions are provided with doorways from the fixed counting areas; one serves the MCH
when the detector is in the Assembly Hall and the other is used for the detector in the
Collision Hall. The MCH is electrically isolated from the building ground and is electrically
connected to the detector through the cable grounds. Cables enter each level of the MCH
from the cable tower into space beneath a removable tile computer floor. Each floor of the
MCH contains 25 electronics racks accessible from front and rear. Almost all crates are
VME standard. The lowest floor nearest the detector houses the Level 0 and 1 trigger
framework, calorimeter trigger, and HV power supplies for all detectors. The middle floor
contains the master detector clock and the flash ADC electronics for the tracking and TRD
detectors., together with the MCH end of the Level 2 control and data cables. The top
floor is devoted to the calorimeter and muon digitizers and the muon trigger elements.

6.4

High

Voltage

Power

In order to provide compact high voltage power, standardize monitoring and computer
control and simplify malntenence, DO has developed a new computer controlled VMEbased HV power supplyIDT1 lg*’ lgsl . The supply is a 6Ux60 mm wide unit containing
eight individual outputs. Six of these supplies are housed in each crate, together with a
crate monitoring module and the 68000-based HV control module. Three module types
were produced. Two are negative and positive polarity supplies operating between 1OV
and 5.6kV (in 1.36V increments) at Il.0 mA. The third is a positive supply operating
between 1OV and 2.0kV (in increments of 0.49V) at 53.0 mA. Each supply unit contains
a control board which supports the VME-bus interface, digital controls, and ADC/DAC
functions. Eight self-contained plug-in units (pods) mounted on the control board contsin
the dc-to-dc converter circuits which supply the high voltage. Any mixture of HV pods
Figure 78 gives a block diagram for the HV
can be installed on a single control board.
control board; Fig. 79 shows the dc-to-dc converter supply schematic. Each power supply
unit is provided with a front panel SHV connector and with a potentiometer for correction
of the resistor tolerances.
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The control board contains separate 16-bit DAC’s used for high voltage setting and
12-bit DAC’s for over-current trip setting, and a single 15-bit multiplexed ADC for readback monitoring of voltage, current, low voltage levels, temperature, and limit settings for
current and voltage. HV trips are initiated by over-current or over-voltage using comparators on the control board. Provision is made for grouping supply channels together for
common ramp and common trip in the event of any single member channel trip. Hardware
trips can also be generated by external fault conditions (fire alarms, gas leaks etc.). Upon
receipt of a trip, a latch is set to prevent turning on the supply without operator reset;
the voltage DAC is also reset to 0 volts. Front panel potentiometers provide an override
limit to the maximum voltage available.
Each crate contains a control module with a 68020 subordinate processor which is
responsible for recording the recent history of the supplies in that crate, thus facilitating
information polling by higher level processors. The subordinate processor also controls
the individual supply conditions. A collection of crates are controlled by a master 68020
processor which governs the group trips and ramps. External communicationwith
the crate
level processors is achieved over two distinct paths. A PC-based host can be connected to
the system via a BIT3 interface or Token Ring; this system is used for expert debugging
and monitoring at the local (crate or rack) level. A VAX-based software system connects
to the HV power supplies through the standard DO control path described below. It allows
multiple user interaction with the high voltage system and provides the high level monitor
and control required by the non-expert experimenter. Facilities exist with either system
for logging supply conditions, producing histograms, strip charts, and parameter pages
summarizing the system status.
Correction functions can be downloaded to the supplies to improve hardware inaccuracies. Measurements show that with these corrections, the set voltages are within 0.5V of
the nominal desired value. Current readback offsets are less than 32 nA. Output voltage
temperature coefficients are 300 ppm/OC.

6.5

Clock

Many separate processes for the operation

of the D0 detector require a precise train
of timing pulses, synchronized with the accelerator clock. The DO clock system provides
such pulses with a flexible control system to allow user formulation of the clock pulse train
desired for particular use.
consists of three module types: the Phase Coherent
The clock system hardware[lwl
Clock (PCC), Sequencer, and Selector Fanout. The PCC receives signals from the Tevatron timing and RF sequences, and provides synchronized signals at the fist harmonic
RF frequency of 106 MHz. In the event that the accelerator is not operational, the neeessary RF and Tevatron synchronieation pulses can be generated internally in the PCC.
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The Sequencer modules generate up to 23 independent timelines of 1113 elements each,
corresponding to the 1113 RF buckets in one full turn of the Tevatron. The Selector
Fanout module receives the signals from the Sequencer and distributes them to the various
detector subsystems.
Multiple clients can be served by the DO Clock Interfacel’oll
for establishing one or
more of the 11 particular time sequences available for general users. The Clock Interface
manages the various reserved timelines and prevents interactions between the separate
client processes. Commands are available which allow opening, initialization
and closing
timeline requests, programming the specific pulse sequences desired, referencing the sequence to a specific Tevatron time, establishing error handling response and requesting
state change notification messages for the user. The Selector Fanout modules can also be
programmed to receive timelines via the COM-TKR program on the host VAX system.

6.6

Alignment

Maintaining good knowledge of the locations of the DO subdetectors
other and to the Tevatron beams is essential. The DO alignment problem
by the fact that the detector is to good approximation hermetic, so that
are hidden from external view, and by the fact that major pieces (CF,
moved for access and thus can return to different locations. In addition,
heavy and thus the floors of Assembly and Collision halls themselves are

relative to each
is compounded
inner detectors
EF’s, EC’s) are
the detector is
deformable.

The detector has been fitted with several sensors serving different purposes.llOal The
liquid level system uses closed vessels of water c;rted
by tubes; the water level is sensed
are mounted on the detector platform
by capacitive proximity sensors. These devices
and tunnel magnets to provide vertical reference over the full experiment to within about
100 pm. A tilt sensor system based on an electrolytic bubble tilt meter WI measures
angular motions of the toroid elements to within about f 20prad. These measurements
monitor tilts induced by magnetic forces and movements of detector pieces. Proximity
sensorsl’051 determine the distance to iron elements using eddy current detectors and
allows positioning of the detector or moveable subdetectors to a precision of about 25 pm.
The history of changes in position and tilt sensors are referenced to the values obtained
at the time of the baseline optical survey. The optical survey yields a few millimeter
accuracy for absolute location of the large muon chambersin the outer shell of the detector.
The inner tracking detector survey is somewhat more accurate. Final location of active
detector elements relative to the beam axis and to each other is determined by minimizing
the fitted position residuals from particles produced in p-p collisions.
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6.7

Experiment

Monitoring

and Control

There are twoindependent
pathways for communication and data flow between the DO
detector and the host computer cluster. The collection of event information from the detector digitizer buffers is of prime importance and is transferred over the high speed data cable
highways discussed in Section 5.6. Event data acquisition is essentially a unidirectional
process with the minimum of controls. The bidirectional
polling of detector hardware
elements and front-end software processes, the collection of alarms, and the downloading
of the numerical specifications for digitizer and data-acquisition
crate operations uses a
completely independent control pathway.
Hardware
Figure 77 shows the block diagram of the hardware monitoring system together with
the event data path md host system.[‘061 [loTl [‘osl The on-line host computer system
described in Se&ion 5.8 provides the high level control and user interfaces. An Ethernet
LAN connects the host VAX processors via one of several gateway processors to an IEEE
802.5, 4 MHz token-ring LAN. The gateways are microVAX processors which are connected to both the Ethernet and token-ring LAN’s and which execute D0-developed software
under the VAXELN operating system. The token-ring LAN services the front-end processors such as the Motorola 68020 processors located in the VMEbased electronic crates
in the MCH and in the high-voltage control systems and the IBM-compatible
processors
in the gas-flow control systems. No processors are installed in the front-end analog signal
processing crates or on the detector platform to prevent noise generation.
The 68020 processors control and collect information from remote readout modules
called Rack Monitor Interfaces @MI’s) which are connected by a MIL-1553B serial link
and are distributed throughout the detector elements, support platform electronics, and
MCH racks. The RMI’s collect information such as voltages, currents, temperatures, or
water flows from all crates in the experiment. Each RMI contains a 646-channel differential
ADC, 8 channels of DAC output, and 32 bits of digital input and output. The MIL-1553
bus serving the RMI’s has no continuous clock and thus is quiet except at data transmission
time. Although provision was made to inhibit RMI data exchange during event acquisition
times, this has not proved necessary.
The 68020 processors are also connected to the digital electronics crates in the MCH
by means of a Vertical Interconnect card in a master processor crate which drives a single,
64-pair cable in a daisy chain of a few meters length to several slave crates. The Vertical
Interconnect allows for the downloading of the several megabytes of constants required by
the DO trigger and digitizing electronics without putting every digital crate on the serial
network. The Vertical Interconnect allows the memory from five ‘slave’ digitizing crates
to be mapped to the master controller in a transparent way. Slave crates are allocated up
to 2 Mbytes in the master VMEbus address space. Data transfer is controlled wholly by
the master crate to prevent bus contention. The Vertical Interconnect system allows for
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a variety of diagnostic and test modes of operation, as data can be downloaded into the
primary digitizers for each detector and read back through the primary event acquisition
system. This allows a system check of the full data acquisition system.
The control station processors provide the supervision of the RMI’s and Vertical Interconnect to the digital crates. They acquire data at 15 Hz and buffer it for transmission
through the control data path to the host system. Alarm scanning for hardware or software
elements outside of preselected tolerances is done locally in the controller. Only those data
requested by high level processes are transmitted.
Operation of the hardware monitoring
system can be done independently of the central host VAX computer by means of keyboards attached to the local control stations. The local stations utilize a local database in
non-volatile RAM which is downloaded from the central database.
Control

Software

The hardware monitoring system described in the preceeding section is controlled from
the on-line host computer (see Fig. 75 and Fig. 76), but is separated from the main event
collection and physics monitoring pathways. The processes in the host-level computers
responsible for control, hardware monitoring, and downloading of run control and calibration data to the detector electronics communicate over the control path throu h a library
[lOS
f!
of standard interface procedures called CDAQ (Control Data AcQuisition)
At the heart of the monitoring function is the relational hardware database called
HDB[“‘l
bl’l bl’l [“‘I , based on the RdB [‘I’]
product. HDB defines all of the essential attributes of the hardware (rack, crate, card addresses, cable connections, applicable
voltage or current settings, etc.) and provides CDAQ with the information it needs to
establish communications with a desired hardware device and to convey its description to
the front-end node in appropriate format for direct access writes and reeds. The HDB
database is approximately 100 Mbytes in length. It contains information on all detector
systems, support systems such as low voltage, high voltage power, cryogenics and argon
purity monitoring, air handling systems, as well as software systems such as CDAQ itself.
Various facilities for accessing the database have been provided, including interactive and
batch interfaces.
The procedures in the CDAQ library hide the details of the actual data-acquisition
protocols by translating from a simplified user’s view of a device with multiple attributes
to the required access path description via HDB queries. Requests in the form of multiple
device/attribute
pairs, which may reference several kont-end nodes, are assembled into
message packets called f&rnes destined for individual front-end nodes. These requests are
issued either in single-execution or periodic mode. The CDAQ interface manages the synchronization and assembly of replies from multiple front-end nodes, arbitrates contention
for shared resources, and automates recovery of all allocated resources, both local and
network-wide, when a request is deleted or the user’s process terminates abnormally.
DO has developed a number of application
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programs

which give dynamic

graphics

or text displays of the experiment hardware status. Many use routines from the CDAQ
library to periodically gather information from selected devices which are monitored or
otherwise accessible to the front-end computers.
Typical examples of these programs
are: (1) a general-purpose, parameter page program which displays readings of devices
in numerical, strip-chart, or histogram format, (2) a high-voltage control program which
provides complete management and display functions for the high-voltage hardware, and
(8) a low-voltage program which provides a similar service for the many low-voltage power
supplies in the MCH and on the detector platform.

Alarms

Software

In e complex collection of systems such as the DO Detector, there is every large number
of conditions which can damage the quality of the data being collected, or which threaten
the detector systems themselves. These conditions can generally be sensed through some
measurable parameter (temperature, power, voltage, current, humidity, etc.) going outside
of permissible range resulting in the generation of an alarm. In an environment as strongly
controlled by overlapping software systems as DO, the continued functioning of the software
tasks must itself be monitored. Since not all alarms can be examined immediately by the
human operators, there is a need for long term alarm recording. Some attempt also needs
to be made to ascertain the common root ceuse for a set of relsted al-.
The DO
Alerms packagel”‘]
, written mainly in PASCAL, has been created to handle these needs.
Figure 80 shows the organization of the Alarms system software.
The DO Alarm system operates with a central ‘Alarm Server’ task on the host VAX
cluster which receives alarms from multiple sources and distributes alarms to multiple
clients. It may receive messages from front-end processors which pass alarm information
through the Token-Ring/Ethernet
Gateways. Other processes on VAX nodes reachable via
DECNET may also generate alarms. Any DECNET accessible node may also be a client.
The front-end processors monitor the hardware devices at 15 Hz and generate alwhen the devices go out of tolerance. Alarm messages contain the current device reading
together with the local copy of descriptive information
derived from the master HDB
database. Critical software processes also send periodic ‘heartbeats’ to the central Alarm
Server. The absence of a heartbeat, generally due to the disruption of the process, causes
the Alarm Server to generate an alarm condition.
There are two types of alarm messages. The Srst is generated upon e state transition
between an ‘acceptable’ and an ‘unecceptable’ condition. The central Alarm Server task
maintains e list of devices in the ‘unacceptable’ condition which it can provide to client
tasks. The second type of alarm message, more appropriately called a ‘significant event’,
carries information for distribution
to other processes and is not stored. For example,
begin and end run notification are propagated in this way.
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The central Alarm Server task collects alarms and heartbeats from all sources. These
are distributed to client processes based upon filters which select classes of events. Standard
client processes include e process to which to log events to a disk file, e process which notes
high priority alarms and is capable of interrupting data acquisition, and e process for alarm
display.
The interactive Alarm Display is built using the MOTIF windowing system. Customized displays can be created to produce multiple lists of alarms which satisfy different
filters. In addition to the information contained within the alarm message, detailed information obtained from the HDB database can also be displayed for each alarm.

6.8

Test

Beam

System

Over the lifespan of e detector the size of D0, there are many tests required for
individual sub-detector systems as well es for larger collections of interconnected systems.
A general facility was developed in a beamline of the Tevetron for this purpose. Many
tests of tracking chambers, muon chambers and calorimeter modules have been performed
in beams of pions and electrons ranging between 10 and 150 GeV/c. Recently, low energy
particles were provided using tertiary beams 11161from targets located just upstream of the
DO facility in the beam transport system. Both electrons and hadrons were delivered to
the detectors with momenta down to 1 GeV/c. A concrete shield behind the test facility
allowed the use of tagged muons.
Several dedicated support systems were provided for the tests. Proportional wire
chambers with 1 mm wire spacing recorded the trajectory of beam particles and allowed
momentum determination with precision l/4%. Two gas-tilled Cerenkov counters gave discriminatiorrof
pions end electrons; the electron contamination of the pion sample selected
was typically 10m4. A precision table for supporting and positioning tracking chamber
modules with remote translation and rotation was installed in the beam enclosure. A large
liquid argon cryostat was built for testing a variety of calorimeter modules15T1[1171 . This
cylindrical cryostat was supported on a moveable platform allowing translations in both
horizontal and vertical directions and rotations about the vertical and the cryostat axes.
A trigger and date acquisition system was built which was virtually identical to that
in the final experiment, except that fewer elements were needed. Thus although providing
a trigger for the test beam is far simpler than in the collider, much valuable experience
in operating the Level 1 and Level 2 trigger systems and hardware monitoring and downloading could be gained prior to installation of the detector in the collision hall. The host
computer system was similar to the final system and the on-line control and data acquisition software was tested and evolved over the course of the test beam runs. A final benefit
from the simulation of the DO environment in the test beam facility was the training of
the DO physicists in operating the detector end interpreting the on-line monitoring data.
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7. Software
A large body of software has been developed for acquiring date from the
for monitoring and controlling the hardware, for off-line reconstruction, for
event simulation end for the related databases. In this section, we summarize
and computational procedures developed with specific application for the DO

7.1

Structured

Analysis/

Structured

DO detector,
Monte Carlo
the software
Experiment.

Design

It was recognized early in the design of DO that it would be useful to adopt a more
rigorous discipline for the development of software than had been common in past High
Energy Physics experiments, since software would be produced by a large number of widely
dispersed individuals with a moderately large turnover over the lifetime of the~project.
There was a need for clear design specification and documentation of the produced software.
In addition, the broad dispersal of the effort placed a premium on clean delineation of the
various sub-components of the project.
The methodology used for the software development was ‘Structured Analysis/ Structured Design’ (SA/SD)l’rel
1”” , developed for the commercial environment and previously adopted by the ALEPH Collaboration at LEPlrzol . SA/SD stresses two phases in
software development. The first is en analysis phase in which careful specification of the
software is prepared using some well-defined graphical tools. The second is the detailed
implementation
phase.
A key element of SA/SD is the Dataflow Diagram (DFD) which focusses upon the
flow of data through e software system and the transformations
which arc performed
upon that data. The DFD’s are arranged in hierarchies which describe succeedingly more
restricted portions of the overall task. The stimuli and data transfers from one subprocess
to another are essential elements. The definitions of the data being transferred are specified
in accompanying Data Dictionaries. A particular example of e DFD is shown in Fig. 81.
Working from the documentation produced in the form of the DFD’s in the analysis
phase, code is then designed during the second SA/SD phase which implements specific
diagrams. The State Transition Diagram is introduced to represent the dynamic activation
of processes and to focus on the conditions which cause state transitions.
An example State
Transition Diagramis shownin Fig. 82. The Structure Chart represents the decomposition
of tasks into functional modules which are the units of implementation.
It approximates
the traditional
diagram of program logic and forms a primary component of the final
Review and criticism of the code design was conducted using
software documentation.
these Structure Charts.
Our experience using SA/SD was good et the beginning of the project lIarI . The
initial work preparing and discussing Dataflow Diagrams and Structure Charts, though
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imposing some overhead, did enhance some clarity of purpose and agreement on the basic
structure of the D0 software system. The methodology also produced very useful software
documentation early in the project. This documentation was not kept up to date over the
long run, largely because no autometed tools existed to support the editing, integration
and verification of the various diagrams and associated dictionaries.

7.2

Data

Utilities

and Tools

Management

Date management in D0 is based on two products. The first is RdB[“41 , a relational
database used in the real-time online environment. The second is ZEBRAl’221 which is
also incorporatedinto
many of the generally available CERN packages. ZEBRA gives standardized, hierarchical storage banks for commonly used data, together with reference links
to other related banks. It is used to manage data of many different types, including event
date, detector descriptions (geometry, survey constants etc.), calibration constants, run
control parameters, graphics control parameters and histograms. In the case of calibration
constants and other data sets requiring complex ecccss an additional layer is placed over
developed by the L3 colleboration et CERN, which
ZEBRA. This layer is DBL31’“”
supplies a detabase set of utilities based on ZEBRA.
The event data are put into ZEBRA formst even before on-line calculations are performed; this is done as part of the event building process in the Level-2 fdter nodes. The
event dsta forms a single tree structure and as reconstruction is done, extensive reference
links among related bodies of data are established.
Various standard utilities are required to be supplied before any new ZEBRA bank
is included in the library. They include documentation Sles, a parameter Sle giving the
structural link, (I bank booking routine, a function returning the pointer to the bank, a
routine which returns the values of the bank data words, and a dump-printing routine.
Parameters controlling program behavior (such as values of cuts to be used in ofSine
analyses) are kept in editable ASCII ‘Run Control Parameter’ Sles. A set of utilities have
been developed which reed these RCPl”’
flea, store the information in ZEBRA banks, get
the specific RCP parameter, or add information to an RCP file. A particular use of the RCP
files is the storage of detector geometry constants. Program use of geometry information
is accomplished through the utilities for interacting with the associated ZEBRA files.
Code

Management

DO software is stored in e library maintained by e set of procedures based on the
CMS (Code Management System) and MMS (Module Management System)lrr’l . Some
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package such es the D0 Monte Carlo DQ)GEANT, the utilities for ZEBRA manipulations,
etc.. Each such subdirectory is managed by e designated ‘czar’. The CMS library keeps
code sources, command procedures, documentation, and in cases when the code is not
maintained by DO, object librsries.
There is only one central copy of the CMS library which contains the update and
release history of each of the subdirectories, so that retreat to the software status of an
earlier epoch is possible. Code developers are encouraged to create local CMS libraries on
their own clusters to facilitate local activity. At suitable intervals, updates are released by
the library czar. Strict rules for reserving and replacing library modules are enforced, so
that all software developers know the status of changes end inconsistencies can be avoided.
Releese of code generally occurs in two stages. First, a test release is made to all nodes;
users are notified and encouraged to test the new code extensively. In this phase, test
and prior official releases coexist in the library. After the test period, the test release is
declared official and replaces the official release.
The source and object libraries are automatically distributed to D0 collaboration VAX
computers so that identical environments exist et all institutions.
Release to other then
VAX computers requires intermediate steps to convert source codes.
Screen

Management

Screen management end the interaction of users and D0 software is accomplished with
a command input package called COMPACKl’14
, written by DO in VAX FORTRAN and
utilizing the VAX Run Time Library. This set of routines supports the input of run-time
options, program specifications, program control, or program parameters in e consistent
way. COMPACK provides menu trees with well-defined formats and user interactions.
Both line mode and full-screen modes are available.
Packages are provided within COMPACK for the creation of new menus and modificetions of existing menus. Various utilities are incorporated allowing transparent handling of
date, display and menu speclficetion Sles, parameter specification, and fielding of system
messages.
Graphics

and Displays

The DO event display facility uses the graphics system D13000,1’261 linked with a
package written by DO called PIXIE. The package gives the capability to make 2- or
3dimensional views of detectors with superimposed hit or reconstructed track/ cluster
information, or Lego plots of calorimetric energy deposits. A special peckage has been
made to display the primary Monte Carlo events from ISAJET or other generators. The
routines of this package are available for inclusion into any of the on-line or off-line DO
program frameworks. Special facilities are provided in PIXIE for temporary or permanent
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zoom, hardcopy, or real-time editing of screen parameters.
Histogramming is done in DO using the CERN package HBOOK4.
Display of histograms is done with HPLOTS (the CERN display package), PAW (CERN Physics Analysis Workstation package) or DISPLAY5 (a D0 modification of an LBL display package).
DO uses the Fermilab-maintained
DI-3000 version of the PAW-HIGZ package.
Three dimensional displays of events are also made on Evans end SutherlandI1sT1 color
workstations permitting real time rotation, pan, and zoom operations.

Program

Builder

A general facility has been developed for assembling DO programs which simplifies
and standardizes many routine functions. For example, reading events, creating standard
output flies, exercising certain standard analysis packages in the correct order, etc. is
better kept hidden from the ordinary user so that these processes remain uniform and
controlled. The tool for assembling the standard building blocks and enforcing discipline
among users is the Program Builder (PBD). A standard framework is provided for each
general functional group of programs; (e.g. Monte Carlo simulators, event reconstruction,
on-line event monitoring, and of3ine event analysis.)
The Program Builder is driven by easily editable ASCII files. For each framework,
there is a file listing the ‘User Hooks’, and fllcs for every application package listing the
corresponding interfaces to be called by those hooks. The hooks are typical stages in programs, such as job initialization, event processing, event display, event dump, job summary,
etc.. In addition to the list of interfaces, such package fdes also list any special applicstion
object libraries and any RCP files they require.
A user can easily create a new package Sle by editing a previously existing package
Sle. The same application package can be used in different frameworks. Thus, a package
developed in the of&e reconstruction may also be used in an online framework. The Program Builder is invoked by e simple command giving the framework and list of application
packages as options. It then generates the Fortran code for the calls to interfaces by the
user hooks, e link command Sle to make the executable, and a setup command tile to run
it. Complex application packages can be built from combinations of simpler application
packages. Communication between applications can only occur through ZEBRA banks or
utilities that eccess ZEBRA banks.

7.3

Event

Monte

Carlo

The Monte Carlo simulation of the D0 experiment has been of greet importance
throughout the planning and building phase of the project, and of course is essential
for performing physics analyses. Early modelling gave crucial information affecting the
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detailed design of the detector. For example, the design of the interface between central
and end calorimeters was one of the most difficult to understand and the Monte Carlo simulations here were invaluable. In addition, preparation of the full reconstruction code for
the analyses of events required e simulation of the full detector with all detailed physical
processes of scattering end interactions included. This simulation, carried to the level of
raw ADC hit simulation, was used to develop the event reconstruction code and to test its
performance.
The DO Monte Car10[~~~~ is based on the GEANT package developed at CERN[12s1
. This package provides tools for specifying volumes containing particular materials and
the framework for transporting particles through these volumes with eppropriate physical
scattering and interaction processes included. Processes such as &ray production, multiple
Coulomb scattering, full showering by electromagnetic and hadronic particles, decays, and
Bremsstrahlung by electrons and muons are accurately simulated in GEANT. The energy
deposits in any specific volume are recorded for subsequent collection and transformation
to digitized signals.
The geometric simulation for the DO Detector is quite detailed. The tracking chambers
and muon chambers are simulated in full detail down to the level of the sense wires,
cathode material, support structures etc.. Figure 83 shows the tracks from a representative
tS event in which the various physical processes give rise to non-ideal straight-line
tracks.
The calorimeter modelling is less complete owing to the complexities of the showering
process and the consequent CPU requirements: the full structure of supports and individual
modules are present but the internal absorber plate/ liquid argon structure is replaced
with a mixture of suitable effective atomic weight. Sampling fluctuations are added after
showering for each track, and the appropriate hadron to electron response (as determined
kom D0 tests discussed in Section 3.7) is introduced. The appropriate An x A4 x AZ
segmentation of the readout cells is imposed and the compensated energies are added for
each cell. For most applications, the electromegnetic showers are allowed to evolve until
the particle ener :elfall to 200 MeV; beyond this point energies are estimated Erom simple
parametrizations “f
resulting in II time savings of approximately e factor of 3. The energy
deposits in the calorimeter cells are summed over all particles and noise is added.
For test beam studies, the simulation technique using calorimeter material mixtures
has been compared with calculations using e full plate simulation, as well as with single
shower in the IH module
electrons
and pions data. Figure 84 shows e typical h&o&
of the end calorimeter as simulated in the plate level test beam Monte Carlo.
Figure
85 shows the comparison of electron and pion energy resolutions obtained for both versions
of Monte Carlo and date; both Monte Carlo techniques give adequate representation for
the data. Figure 86 shows distribution of the fraction of energy deposited in the EM4 layer
of the CC for 50 GeV electrons near QOO.The results from test beam date, and the Monte
Carlo using the full plate representation and the mixture Monte Carlo with full showering
and shower parametrization are shown. The plate Monte Carlo is a good representation
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to the data; the parametrized mixture Monte Carlo is less good, but adequate for most
purposes. Figure 87 shows the comparison of energy deposited in the ECIH hadron
calorimeter layers for 100 GeV pions at r] = 1.95. Both test beam data and the plate
Monte Carlo distributions are shown and the agreement is good. Though not B perfect
representation of ail aspects of the data, the mixture version of the Monte Carlo for the
calorimeters is useful because it allows a reduction in CPU time for single particle event
generation by a factor of over four with respect to the full representation of the calorimeter
at the plate level. For simulation of 5-t events in the full DO detector, the mixture
representation Monte Carlo requires about 23 VUP hours per event.
Another technique for speeding up the full Monte Carlo simulation of p collisions
which has been used successfully involves the creation of libraries [I=] [Is31 [Is34 of showers in the calorimeters, generated from the full GEANT simulation.
These showers are
parametrized in terms of the particle momentum (7 ranges), location of the primary vertex along the beam line (6 ranges) and q (37 ranges) for both EM and hadronic showers.
Interpolation of variables within the range is performed when a shower with approximately correct variables is chosen. The number of showers in the library is approximately
1.3 x 10s. The shower library simulations have been extensively compared with the full
(mixture level) event Monte Carlo simulations and represent the distributions and correlations quite well[‘331 . Simulation of events with shower libraries requires about 25 VUP-set
for tS events.

7.4

Offline

Event

Reconstruction

and

Processing

Development of the full D0 reconstruction program D0RECO has proceeded through
the steps outlined above. Extensive SA/SD specifications were drawn up and discussed.
ZEBRA structures were designed for data from each of the detectors, with increasing
complexity of calculation and refinement. The code has been continuously developed by a
large number of physicists working in many locations, with frequent updates and releases
of the several libraries.
Certain rules were adopted from the beginning. All physics and calibration data were
stored in ZEBRA banks. The various sub-packages of DBRECO communicate with each
other only through ZEBRA blocks, and a strictly limited number of interface routines.
Although most code development and the D0 Libraries are accomplished on VAX-VMS
machines, alI code has been developed in FORTRAN 77, augmented by a limited number
of specific extensions. Special rules were adopted for machine dependent code. A tool
celled D0FLAVOR
was develo ed which checked all code for adherence to DO standardwas employed which supported standard conventions for
s. A special editor, EVEDT[“IP
programming. EVEDT also implemented methods for accessing the source for any subroutine and ZEBRA bank documentation in the DO library by simple request key operations.

A tool was developed for accessing ZEBRA bank documentation and content in memory
during a debug session. The detector geometry and calibration constants are kept in RCP
fdes. In applications programs, the FZ or RZ flies made from these RCP fles are accessed
and maintained via the database program DBL3.
The detector specific code resulting in CD tracks, energy deposits in calorimeters,
vector energy sums, and muon tracks was developed mostly by physicists closely connected
with each detector. Once this code was completed in its first version, new groups were
formed for the preparation of algorithms for physics signatures - electrons, photons, muons,
jets and missing &. Membership in these groups was generally rather different from the
original detector code development. The full DORECO package contains about 150,000
lines of code, exclusive of utility libraries.
All DO physics data is logged to double density 8mm video-quality magnetic tapes. The
data samples expected for an approximately 12 month run are expected to be of order 20
million events and 10 Terabytes. In addition, those events judged to be of highest interest
(approximately
10% of the full sample) based on Level 2 filter information are sent to
the ‘Express Line’ over Ethernet for immediate reconstruction by one of six VAX 3100/78
workstations clustered with the Host computer. Event analysis of the full data set with
DBRECO is made using the Fermilab Central Computing Facility farm of Silicon Graphics
4D/35 processors. A Silicon Graphics 4D/430 server provides program and calibration
database storage. The production capability of this processor farm is about 100,000 events
per day and is sufficient to keep processing up to date.
Two output data files from each run with DBRECO are provided: the STA tile contains the raw data plus the complete results of reconstruction.
The STA events are used
for reprocessing events of particular interest and in preparing displays. Each STA event
contains approximately 600 Kbytes. The DST file contains a compressed version of the
event with the most important information intended to serve the bulk of subsequent analysis needs. The DST contains summaries of track and clusters as well as all parameters for
electrons, photons, muons, jets, taus and missing &. The DST event size is approximately
20 Kbytes. Both versions utilize identical ZEBRA structures.
Control of the event reconstruction
is provided through a software tool called the
Production Manager. These programs supervise and control the flow of production jobs
on each of the operations platforms. Multiple projects on multiple nodes are managed and
provided with the necessary resources. Tools have been provided to submit and monitor
jobs and to accumulate statistics on jobs. Each productionjob
is fully specified in dedicated
RCP files; submission of a job is done in consultation with a global resources RCP table.
The history of all files produced by the host computer and the offline production system
is kept in a Production Database (PDB), based on RdB(‘r4’ . In addition to all types of
event tiles, PDB keeps information on tapes, production programs, trigger tables and the
relevant relationships. Dedicated servers trap information from the Host Computer and
the Production Managers and insert it into the PDB. Tools have been developed to enable
5.3

queries and make lists of datasets conforming

to specified conditions.

All Sles produced by the Production Manager are assigned generic names uniquely
identifying the dataset, as well the production path. All DO frameworks can accept these
generic names for input files. Physics application programs are provided with requested
datasets through the CERN distributed file and tape management facility, FATMEN[“‘]
by referencing these generic names. These references are typically made across the boundaries between analysis and file serving/storage clusters.
The STA files are typically kept on tape, while the DST’s are largely kept on disk
of a special File Serving cluster consisting of VAX 4000/60 and 3100/76 workstations.
This cluster provides approximately 300 Gbytes of disk storage and 16 0mm tape drives.
Robotic tape mounts provide for 128 tapes on two of the tape server nodes. This cluster,
housed in the main computing facility, is split into 9 Ethernet segments and is connected
through a FDDI network to the remote physics analysis clusters.
In addition to serving flies for analysis, the File Server cluster is used to run I/O
intensive streaming and filtering jobs. Four overlapping data streams are defined on the
basis of the Level 2 filter bits; they are Electrons, Muons, Mininum Bias , and Missing ET.
These streams are provided for both STA and DST 6les and are intended to streamline
any reprocessing made necessary by reconstruction program changes. In addition, events
are filtered following reconstruction, based upon the full available otBine information. The
pool of filtered events consists of approximately 25% of the original sample for all physics
groups except QCD jets. The QCD events are handled separately since most of these
triggered events are of good quality. Instead of filtering these, special ‘micro DST’ files are
written which achieve a factor three more compression than the regular DST’s.
The offline reconstruction D0RECO was available well before the first DO data from
the collider. As a means of checking the code and allowing its evolution, a set of 100,000
events were prepared with the D0 Monte Carlo DBGEANT. These events were representative of what would be obtained with 33 nb-’ of data collection. They msinly contained
the dominant QCD hard parton scattering processes with thresholds for jet triggering set
to 50 GeV/c. In addition, some selected physics events of rarer provenance were added
(together with triggers designed to select events with leptoas and/or missing &). Analysis of this sample and associated known background samples served as the vehicle for
developing D0RECO and its algorithms, as well ss helping to guide the evolution of the
various physics analysis techniques.
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FIGURE

CAPTIONS

1. Isometric view of the DO Detector.
2. Elevation view of the D0 Detector.
3. Arrangement

The scales are in meters.

of the D0 tracking and transition

radiation

detectors.

4. Plan view of the ends of the Vertex chamber, showing the active chamber region, the
support structure and the electronics and feedthrough bulkhead.
5. r - 4 view of a quadrant of the VTX chamber showing the arrangement of the sense
wires, grid wires and cathode field shaping electrodes.
6. Drift time W. drift distance in the VTX chamber for COs(95%)-ethane(S%).
7. The TRD detector showing the end of the polypropylene foil radiator section, the
two 23 p windows separating radiator and chamber, the conversion gap for TR Xrays, followed by the grid wire plane and the proportional wire section, and the outer
support structure.
8. A typical time distribution
a single 5 GeV electron.

of charge arriving at the TRD sense wire for traversal of

9. Average charge collected on the TRD anodes as a function of drift time for electrons
and pions.
10. End view of three segments of the Central Drift Chamber.
11. View of the Forward Drift Chamber 0 and @ modules.
12. Block diagram of the Central Detector signal digitization

electronics.

13. FADC waveforms for test tracks in a CDC chamber cell. The top and bottom traces
are for the delay lines (one end’s signal is inverted in the display).
14. Sample waveform digitization from the FADC, sh owing the quantities used for determining pulse leading and trailing edge.
15. Hit flnding efficiency as a function of high voltage for the VTX chamber. Data points
for both low and high threshold settings are shown.
16. Hit finding efficiency as a function of high voltage for the FDC 0 and + chambers.
The arrows indicate the operating points.
17. Position resolution vs. position for the sense wires of the VTX chamber.
18. Position resolution
chamber.

vs. position

for the inner and outer sense wires of the CDC

19. Position resolution vs. position for the sense wires of the FDC 0 and + chambers.
26. Efficiency for resolving two hits in the VTX chamber as a function of their separation
distance.
21. Efficiency for resolving two hits in the FDC chamber as a function of their separation
distance.

22. 70% truncated mean of dE/dx for one and two tracks seen in the full CDC chamber.
23. Distribution of total energy observed on the 3 TRD layers for both electron and pion
traversals.
24. Distribution of the likelihood
three TRD layers.

value calculated for electrons and pion traversals of the

25. Rejection factor for 5 GeV pions vs. electron inefficiency for track angles of 90°
(normal incidence) and 50’. These data are obtained using the likelihood parameter.
26. Isometric view showing the Central and two End calorimeters.
27. Schematic view of the liquid argon gap and signal board unit cell.
28. Schematic view of a portion of the DO calorimeters showing the transverse and
longitudinal segmentation pattern. The shading pattern indicates the distinct cells
for signal readout. The rays indicate the pseudorapidity
intervals seen from the
center of the detector.
(b) T-Z view of half of the central calorime-

29. (a) End view of the central calorimeter.
ter.

30. Schematic view of the CC module construction.
31. view of ECEM. The readout boards form complete disks with no azimuthal
The ECIH construction is similar.

cracks.

32. End view of the end calorimeter showing the ECEM at small radii and the surrounding rings of ECMH and ECOH modules.
33. Layout of the ECEM signal pads for the four layers in depth. The upper portion
of the ECEM indicates the uranium plate divisions and the location of the support
bolts.
34. (a) The ICD tile design showing the placement of the readout optical fibers. (b)
Schematic representation of the ICD boxes with three tiles, fiber, and phototube
combinations.
35. Schematic of the calorimeter

preamplifier

36. Schematic diagram of the BLS signal shaping and trigger pickoff circuit (above) and
the BLS sample and hold circuit (below).
37. Equivalent signal shape after BLS filter, double sample and difference.
38. Signal response for electrons, pions and p test cell as a function of high voltage.
39. Response to 100 GeV pions, with EM1<0.38 GeV (shaded), and with no cut on EM1
(unshaded).
40. Longitudinal energy depositions for pions between 50 and 150 GeV. Test beam data
is shown with the boxes, together with Monte Carlo simulations.
41. Fitted values of u/E vs. energy for electrons in the ECEM module.
42. Fitted values of o/E vs. energy for electrons and pions in the ECMH module.
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43. Position resolution for electrons in the third layer of ECEM. The pad size is 2.5 cm.
44. Energy deposition by cosmic ray muons in the CCFH Layer 1. Noise contributions,
shown with dark shading, are deduced from signals observed far from the cosmic
track. The data are plotted with a 3-u suppression.
45. Ratio of electron to pion response in the ECEM+ECIH
modules after correction for
transverse energy leakage. Test beam data and Monte Carlo simulations are shown.
46. Scatter plot of energy vs. position across the intermodule
CCEM modules for 25 GeV electrons. (a) Before correction
trumented material. (b) After correction.

boundary between two
for energy loss in unin-

47. Distribution
of observed calorimeter energy for single 100 GeV pions, before and
after applying corrections based on ICD and massless gaps at (a) r~ = 1.15 and (b)
7 = 1.25.
48. Elevation view of the D0 detector showing the five muon toroids and the approximate
dispositions of the A, B, and C layers of proportional drift tubes.
49. Variation of the thickness of the D0 calorimeters and muon toroids as a function of
polar angle.
SO. Geometric acceptance of the muon system vs. r] for all muons passing through
and three layers of muon PDT’s.
51. Exploded

two

view of the muon chamber layout.

52. Perspective view of the two halves CF toroid and the support beams in the detector
platform.
53. Contours of magnetic induction for the EF/SAMUS
the B’ in the two magnets are the same.

combination

for the case that

54. Extruded aluminum section from which the “B” and “C” layer PDT chambers are
constructed. The UA” layer chamber extrusions are similar, but have 4 cells instead
of3.

55. A single cell of the PDT chambers showing the equipotential
cathode pads and anode wire.

surfaces surrounding

56. Layout of the two separate electrodes comprising the PDT cathodes. The signals on
inner and outer segments of the diamond pattern are independently measured.
57. SAMUS drift tubes: (1) HV supply wire; (2) insulating tube; (3) 30 mm stainless
steel outer tube; (4) silicon rubber; (5) epoxy; (6) groove; (7) anode wire; (8) copper
pin; (9) end cap; (lo), (11) solder; and (12) ground wire.
58. Rate of cosmic ray tracks seen as a function
different cathode pad potentials.

of the PDT anode potential for a set of

59. Pulse height observed on PDT cathode pads as a function
different values of cathode potential.

70

of anode potential

for 3

60. Scatter plot of muon PDT drift t’imes vs. position as determined by a separate
proportional wire chamber system, for angles of incidence of 0” and 450.
61. Deviation of a muon PDT hit coordinate from the preclicted position from the PWC
telescope, for full length chambers and short test modules. The measurements are
made using a PWC system which adds 0.29 mm in quadrature to the deviations
which are not subtracted in these data.
62. Variation

of muon PDT resolution

as a function of the track angle of incidence.

63. Dependence of the ratio (Q. - Qb)/(Q,, + Qb) with the coordinate < along a PDT
wire. The quantities Q,, and Qb refer to signal charges on outer and inner portions
of the diamond shaped cathodes.
64. Resolution in coordinate

4 along the wire from the cathode pad ratio signal.

65. Drift time to distance relation for the SAMUS drift tube.
66. Coordinate

resolution of the SAMUS tubes vs. drift distance.

67. Block diagram of the trigger and data acquisition

system.

68. (a) One plane of the Level 0 trigger hodoscopes. Active scintillator is shown shaded.
(b) Two planes rotated by 90’ constitute a complete Level 0 hodoscope.
69. Time resolution distribution

for the Level 0 counters from cosmic ray tests.

70. Block diagram of the Level 0 electronics. QTAC is a Charge and Time to Amplitude
Converter; CFD is a Constant Fraction Discriminator;
LBCTRL
is a VME Controller; and VI is the DO Vertical Interconnect described in Section 6.7. The Slow s
determination also produces a flag for multiple interactions (MI).
71. (a)Block diagram of the front end card of the Level 1 cdorimeter trigger.
of adder and counter trees used to give ET, &and multiplicity
outputs.

(b) Detail

72. Block diagram of the main elements of the muon trigger system. The inputs from the
muon chambers are latches derived from bits set by a cathode pad hit in a specific
muon proportional drift tube.
73. Block Diagram of the Level 2 trigger and data acquisition

system.

74. Schematic diagram of each of the Level 2 nodes and associated VME electronics. The
VME crate contains the VME Bus Adapter (pVBA), a co-processor slot, four dud
multiport memories (MPMs) and the VME Buffer Driver for output events (VBD2).
75. DO Host System computer

configuration.

76. D0 Host System Software Organization.
77. Schematic diagram showing the operation

of the calibration

procedure.

78. Block diagram of the HV control board.
79. Block diagram of the HV de-to-dc supply circuit.
80. Dataflow Diagram for the Alarms system.
81. Dataflow Diagram for the D0 control path processes. The circular objects are sub71

processes and the objects between horizontal
the directions of stimulii and data transfers.
82. Structure

lines are data stores. Arrows indicate

Chart for High Voltage control.

83. P - t view of the tracks in the DO tracking
calorimeter from a single t’i event.

detectors and beginning of the central

84. Simulated hadronic shower for a 100 GeV pion in the End IH calorimeter module.
85. (a) Fractional energy resolution vs. energy for electrons in the ECEM for test
data, mixture Monte Carlo and plate Monte Carlo. The curve is a fit to the
(b) Fractional energy resolution vs. energy for pions in the EC for test beam
with and without a veto on ECEM layer 1 energy of E 5 0.51 GeV, and for the
Monte Carlo. The curves are fits to the data distributions.

beam
data.
data,
plate

86. Energy distributions for 50 GeV electrons near 90’ in the CCEM layer 4 for (a)
test beam data; (b) the plate Monte Carlo; (c) the mixture Monte Carlo with full
showering; and (d) the mixture Monte Carlo with shower parametrization below 200
MeV.
87. Energy deposition in the ECIH calorimeter layers for 100 GeV pions at n = 1.95 for
test beam data and the plate Monte Carlo.
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